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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Yellow-poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L.) is an impor-
tant commercial species that is often cut for lumber and ve-
neer. Because tree size and quality have an impact on the

yields of these products, thinning is an important silvi—

cultural tool in yellow-poplar management. Most stands of
yellow-poplar can produce a number of lumber- and veneer-
size trees without thinning; however, thinning concentrates

growth on the best and largest trees (Beck and Della-Bianca

1975). Therefore, reliable estimates of stand growth and

yield are needed to determine optimal thinning regimes.

In 1972, Beck and Della-Bianca (1972) published equa-
tions for predicting basal-area growth and cubic-foot volume

growth and yield in stands thinned to various levels of ba-

sal area. Subsequently, they published equations to predict
board-foot growth and yield and residual quadratic mean

stand diameter growth (Beck and Della—Bianca 1975). The

equations were based on measurements taken five years after
the initial thinnings on a series of 141 permanent plots.

Since the initial remeasurements, two additional ass-

essments have been taken at 1O and 15 years after the ini-

tial thinning. The plots were thinned again at the time of

1
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the first 5—year remeasurement, thus stand characteristics

and tree vigor were somewhat different for the second and

third 5-year growth periods as compared to the first period.
Consequently, the coefficients derived by Beck and Della-Bi-
anca (1972, 1975) may not be appropriate for predicting

growth and. yield in yellow-poplar stands that have been

thinned more than once.

The purpose of this project was to evaluate the Beck

and Della-Bianca equations, and, if deemed necessary, to

re—estimate coefficients in their equations. From the equa-

tions, a computer simulation model would be developed to de-

scribe the development of yellow-poplar stands given a set

of initial conditions, a thinning regime, and a rotation

age. This simulation model can be employed both at the

whole stand and the diameter distribution level.



Chapter II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A number of models have been developed to predict
growth and yield of various tree species. However, a large

portion of the studies, and consequently the literature,

have been directed towards pure stands of even-aged southern
pines, particularly loblolly pine (gings taeda L.) (Farrar
1979). This review will attempt to relate the methods and
procedures presented in the southern pine growth and yield

literature to those used by Beck and Della-Bianca (1972,

1975) in their studies with yellow-poplar. For the most
part, the underlying methods and assumptions are the same.

2.1 WHQLE STANQ MODELS

The first yield predictions in the U. S. were made by

constructing normal yield tables for ‘unmanaged even-aged

stands of a given species. Temporary plots and the concept

of normal stocking were used. Thus only stands dense enough

to produce wood at the fullest capacity for that species,

age, climate, and soil were sampled. Normal yield tables

constructed ·using graphical techniques were developed. by

Bruce (1926), Reineke (1927), and <Dsborne and. Schumacher

(1935). The earliest comprehensive predictions of ydelds

3
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for the South were presented in Miscellaneous Publication 50

(U.S. Forest Service 1929). Volume and yield tables for

yellow—poplar in the southern Appalachians were presented by

McCarthy (1933). These tables provide,for a given species,

the per acre yield of wood in some specified volume unit as

a function of age and site index. Age and site index were

allowed to vary with these types of yield tables, but densi-
ty was not. In addition, the definition of full or normal
stocking is often vague. For these reasons the approach was

unsatisfactory for stands with non-normal densities, and

this resulted in an interest in variable density yield ta-

bles.
V

MacKinney, et al. (1937) suggested the use of multiple

regression to estimate variable-density yield, and later, it

was used to construct a yield prediction equation for lob-

lolly pine stands of varying ages, site indicies, and densi-

ties (MacKinney and Chaiken 1939). Since the 1950's, compu-

ters have made data reduction and model fitting easier,

allowing the study of larger, more detailed data sets (Far-

rar 1979).

Following an approach similar to that of MacKinney and

Chaiken, many investigators have used multiple regression to

construct stand aggregate growth and/or yield expressions.

These models provide estimates for the whole stand as a
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function of stand level attributes such as age,density and

site index.

Schumacher and Coile (1960) constructed yield models
for natural stands of the four major southern pines, and
Coile and Schumacher (1964) presented yield models for thin-
ned and unthinnad plantations of slash and loblolly pine.
This approach, with certain modifications, was used by Goe-9
bel and Warner(1969) for loblolly pine plantations and by
Burkhart et.al. (1972a, 1972b) to predict yield for natural
stands and plantations of loblolly pine.

Until the early 1960's, seperate independent equations
were developed to predict growth and yield. Predictions
based on independently constructed growth and yield equa-
tions have often produced inconsistent and illogical re-

sults. In 1962, Buckman (1962) introduced a model for red

pine where yield was obtained through mathematical integra-
tion of the growth equation over time. This concept of com-

patibility between growth and yield prediction was discussed

in detail by Clutter(1963). In this case, a volume function

for natural loblolly pine stands was expressed as the integ-

ral of the growth function, indicating the logical relation-

ship which should exist between growth and yield equations.

Sullivan and Clutter(1972) generalized this concept and

refined Clutter's equations to develop a simultaneous-growth
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and yield model for loblolly pine that provided not only
analytically, but also numerically consistent growth and
yield predictions. They also recognized the difficulties
which arise when data from permanent plots are used to esti-
mate the parameters of equations from models such as Buckman

(1962) and Clutter (1963). There are two main problems.

First, the parameters in any one equation are not indepen-
dent of those in other equations of the system. This leads
to numerically inconsistent equations when the parameter es-
timates are inserted in the model. Second, the successive

measurements of variables on the same plot do not constitute

statistically independent observations (Sullivan and Clutter
1972). A more detailed explanation of this problem and pos-
sible solutions are discussed by Sullivan and Reynolds
(1976).

To overcome these problems, Sullivan and Clutter (1972)

developed a single linear model which related. projected

stand volume to initial stand age, projected age, site in-

dex, and initial basal area. When projected age was set

equal to initial age, the model simplified to a conventional

yield equation. Through further algebraic manipulation, a

basal area projection model was also developed.
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Their equations were as followsz

1) Cubic—foot yield was given by,

X} = exp[b0 + bl(S) + b2(1/A) + b3(ln(B)] (2.1.1)

2) Projected cubic-foot volume was given by,
‘§ = exp[b0 + bl(S) + b2(l/A2) + b3(A1/A2)(l¤B1)

+ b4(l—Al/A2) + b5(S) (l—A1/A2)] (2-l-2)

3) Projected basal area was given by,

B2 = wp [(Al/A2) (lnßl) + bl(l-A1/A2)
+ b2(S)(l-A1/A23 (2.1.3)

where,

S = site index in feet,

Ai = stand age in years at the ith measurement,

1nBi = logarithm to the base e of basal area per

acre in square feet at the ith measurement,

This growth and yield model has been sucessfully used for

loblolly pine (Brender and Clutter,1970, Sullivan and Willi-

ston, 1977, and Murphy and Sternitzke,1979), shortleaf pine

(Murphy and Beltz,1981), slash pine (Bennett,l970), and yel-

low-poplar (Beck and Della-Bianca,1972).
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Brender and Clutter (1970) predicted yields of even-aged,

natural stands of loblolly pine by fitting both initial and

remeasurement data from all plots with the model developed

by Sullivan and Cdutter (1972). Again, when current age

equalled projected age (A1 = A2), a conventional yield equa-

tion resulted. Their model was given gs follows.

Log(CV2) = bo + bl(S) + b2(1/A2) + b3(1-A1/A2)

+ b4(logBl) (A1/A2) (2-l-4)
where,

S = site index,

Al = current stand age,
—

Bl = current basal area,

A2 = projected stand age,

CV2 = projected per acre cubic-foot

volume at age, A2.

Bennett (1970) estimated yield in natural slash. pine

stands using the same equation form as Brender and Clutter

(1970). He believed the equations could be applied with

confidence to thinned stands throughout the range of slash

pine in Georgia and Florida.

Beck and Della-Bianca (1972) based their analysis of yel-

low-poplar on the system of compatible growth and yield mo-

dels developed by Clutter (1963) and later improved on by
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Sullivan and Clutter (1972). The following growth and yield

prediction models were used by Beck and Della-Bianca (1972):

].r1Y2 = b0_+ bl(l/S) + b2(l/A2) + b3(Al/A2) (l¤Bl)
+ b4(l-Al/A2) + b5(S) (l—Al/A2) (2-l-5)

l¤B2 = (A1/A2) (1-¤Bl) + (b4/b3) (1-Al/A2) + (b5/b3) (S) (l-A1/A2)
(2.1.6)

lnY = bO·+ bl(l/S) + b2(l/A) + b3(lnB) (2.1.7)

(when projection period is zero years;

1.6. A2=Al=A, B2=Bi=B)

where,
I

Y2 = stand volume at projected age, A2 ,

B2 = basal area at projected age, A2,

Y = present stand volume,

S = site index,

Bl = present basal area,

Al = present age,

ln represents the natural (Naperian) logarithm.

The only difference between these models and the ones

proposed by Sullivan and Clutter (1972) was in the site in-

dex term. Sullivan and Clutter (1972) used site index

without transformation, whereas Beck and Della-Bianca (1972)
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used the inverse of site index. The reason for the inverse

transformation may have been that an upper bound on the
range of values that the variable could take on may have
been desired. Perhaps this was necessary when dealing with
high site index study areas.

By taking the first derivatives of the basal—area and cu-

bic-foot yield models, the following compatible growth mo-

dels were obtained.

The basal area growth model was:

dB/dA = (B/A) [<b4/b3> + (bs/b3> (S) - l¤(B)] ‘ (2-l-8)

The cubic-foot growth model was:

dY/dA = y*[-b2(l/A2) + b3(l/B) (dB/dA)] (2-l-9)

where y* is total cubic-foot yield calculated

with equation (2.1.7).

The fits of the yield equations and the growth equations

were found to be comparable to those obtained by Sullivan

and Clutter (1972) for loblolly pine. In fitting the equa-

tions, Beck and Della-Bianca (1972) used two sets of mea-

surements from the same plots. One set was taken following

thinning at plot establishment and the other was taken five

years after the thinning. When the least squares regres-
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sions were fitted, the two sets were combined and treated as

· independent observations. However, as was the case with

Sullivan and Clutter (1972), the consequences of this inde-

pendence assumption did not appear serious. Sullivan and

Clutter (1972) found that estimation of parameters for their

models under· non-independence of' observations assumptions

using alternative estimation techniques did not produce par-

ameter estimates that were significantly different, from a

practical standpoint, from ordinary least squares estimates.

Sullivan and Williston (1977) also fitted equations using

the Sullivan and Clutter (1972) models to predict growth and

yield of thinned loblolly pine plantations in loessial soil

areas. Again, the models provided a consistent set of pred-
‘ iction equations for cubic—foot volume and basal area pro-

jection when dependent observations from remeasured. plot

data were used.

Growth and yield equations have also been developed for

board-foot volumes, however, they are not as numerous and

are generally not as precise as the cubic-foot models. The

following are examples of these types of models.

Leak, et.al. (1970) related board-foot volume of Eastern

white pine (gings strobus) to age, site, and stand density

with the same variables that were used to characterize cu-

bic-foot volume. The use of this form resulted in a lower
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correlation and higher standard error of estimation for

board-foot volume.

Brender and Clutter (1970) also ·deve1oped board-foot
yield tables based on the Sullivan and Clutter (1972) model.

Like Leak, et al. (1970), the same variables that were used

in the cubic-foot model were also used in the board-foot mo-
del. A similar reduction in precision of fit resulted.

A

Their model is given by:

Logßv = bo + bl(S) + b2(l/A2) + b3(l—A1/A2) + b4(l¤qBl) (A1/A2)
x (2.1.10)

where,

BV = projected per acre board-foot

volume at age, A2,

S = site index,

Al = initial age,

1ogB = the natural logarithm of the initial

basal area, Bl.

Bennett (1970) related board-foot volume to basal area

and cubic-foot volume which were determined from the Sulli-
van and Clutter (1972) model forms. The board-foot equation

is given by:

( BFV = bo + bl(B) + b2(CFV) (2.1.11)
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where,

BFV = board-foot yield,

B = basal area,_
CFV = cubic-foot stocking.

Board-foot volume prediction based on this method appears to
give satisfactory results.

Through. a preliminary analysis, Beck and. Della-Bianca
(1975) determined that some measure of stand structure was

needed to adequately express board-foot stand volume in
thinned stands of yellow—pop1ar. Their model related

board-foot volume to dominant stand height, residual quad-

ratic mean stand diameter, and residual stand basal area.

The coefficients for the equation were determined by using

the ratio of International 1/4-inch board-foot stand volume

to residual stand basal area as the dependent variable. The

equation is given by:

BFV/Bl = bo + bl(D%) + b2(D) + b3(H*D%) (2•l-12)

where,

BFV = International 1/4-inch board-foot stand
volume per acre of all trees 11.0 inches

‘ d.b.h. and over.

B1 = Residual stand basal area in square

feet per acre of all trees 4.6 inches

d.b.h. and over.
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H = Height of the dominant stand in feet;

measured on a sample of 15-2O dominant

and codominant trees per acre. This

is equivalent to the height used in

determining site index.

D = Residual quadratic mean stand diameter

in inches computed as, ·

\/ Bl
0.005454

Board-foot growth and future volume were obtained by pro-

jecting stand. height„ basal area, and residual. quadratic

mean stand diameter with suitable equations for all combina-

tions of site indices, ages, residual stand basal areas, and

a range of residual quadratic mean stand diameters.

2.2 DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION MODELS

The models discussed so far have been whole stand projec-

tion models. Another approach to growth and yield predic-

tion is through diameter distribution models.

An early diameter distribution approach was carried out

by Buell (1945) where he predicted growth in uneven-aged

timber stands of mixed hardwood and pine species on the ba-

sis of diameter distributions. However, it was several

years later before diameter distribution methods and techni-

ques were studied in any great detail.
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I
Often it is assumed that the underlying diameter

distribution of the stand can be adequately characterized by
a probability density function (pdf). Many different prob-
ability distributions have been used to describe the diame-

ter distributions of stands.

Clutter and Bennett (1965) fitted the beta distribution
to observed diameter distribution data from old-field slash
pine plantations, and from this, developed variable density

stand tables. The beta distribution is very flexible in

shape and therefore can approximate a wide range of diameter

distributions. Also, the pdf has finite limits which con-
strain all diameters to be within upper and lower bounds.

One disadvantage of this distribution, however, is that the

pdf must be numerically integrated to obtain probabilities

over various ranges of the the random variable ,i.e. to ob-

tain the proportion of trees in each diameter class, as the

cummulative distribution function (cdf) does not exist in
closed form.

Bennett and Clutter (1968) used the beta distribution as
a basis for the construction of yield tables in slash pine

and obtained reliable and consistent estimates of bmard-
foot, cordwood, and gum yields. The parameters of the beta

distribution that approximated the diameter distribution

were predicted from stand variables (age,site index, and
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density). The number of trees and volume per acre in each
diameter class were then calculated, and per acre yield es-
timates were obtained by summing over the diameter classes
of interest.

Following the same procedures, McGee and. Della-Bianca
(1967) successfully fitted the beta distribution to describe

even-aged natural stands of yellow-poplar. From this diame-
ter distribution information, Beck and Della-Bianca (1970) e
then developed reliable yield estimates for stands of even-

aged unthinned yellow-poplar. A similar approach was used

for loblolly pine plantations by Lenhart and Clutter (1971),

Lenhart (1972), and Burkhart and Strub(1974). In each of
these cases, the minimum and maximum diameters defining the
limits of the distributions, as well as the pdf parameters

were predicted from some function of stand characteristics.

Burkhart (1971) conducted an independent evaluation of
the yield estimation technique presented. by Bennett and
Clutter (1968) for slash pine. He concluded that while var-

iation of individual plots may be large, on the average, the

technique gives accurate results.

Another distribution which is useful for describing diam-
eter distributions is the Weibull. The pdf is flexible in
shape, the parameters are reasonably easy to estimate, and

the cdf exists in closed form, a major advantage over the
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beta pdf. The Weibull pdf exists in either a two or three

parameter form, the three parameter pdf having the advantage

of increased flexibility. First used as a diameter distri-

bution model by Bailey(1972), the Weibull distribution has a

wide range of applications. For example,it was used to con-

struct models for loblolly pine plantations (Smalley and

Bailey, 1974a, Feduccia et.al., 1979 and Schreuder and

Swank, 1974),s1ash pine plantations (Clutter and Belcher,

1978, Dell et.al., 1979), shortleaf pine plantations (Smal-

ley and Bailey, 1974b), longleaf pine plantations (Lohrey

and Bailey, 1976) and white pine (Schreuder and Swank,

1974). Bailey and Del1(1973) concluded no other diameter

distributions proposed exhibit as many desirable features as

the Weibull.

Hafley and Schreuder(1977) compared six distribu-

tions(normal, lognormal, gamma, Weibull, beta, and SB) in

terms of flexibility of skewness and kurtosis, and for fit-

ting the diameter distributions. They concluded that the SB

distribution was consistently better than the others, fol-

lowed by the beta, Weibull, gamma, lognormal and normal dis-

tributions. However, for practical purposes, there were no

real differences between the more theoretically and computa—

tionally complex SB distribution and the beta and Weibull

distributions.
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Given a pdf and the parameter estimates, most published

yield studies obtain volume yield on a per unit area basis

in the following way. ·

1) Using the pdf, along with the number of

surviving trees on the area, estimate the number

of trees per unit area in each diameter class as:

Ni = Np(xi)

where,

Ni= number of trees per unit area in

diameter class, i, _

N = total number of trees per unit area,

p(xi) = proportion of trees in diameter class, i,

where f(x) is the pdf and dl
dl and du are diameter limits

such that dmin<dl<du<dmax.

2) Given a total height equation of the form,

H = fl(dbh, stand characteristics), and a

total volume equation of the form,

V = f2(dbh,H), compute the volume per unit

area of the midpoint tree of the i th diameter

class by first estimating the tree's mean

height and then using the total volume equation

as follows:
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· vi = f2(dbhi, Hi)

where,

vi= volume per unit area of midpoint tree

of ith diameterclass,dbhi=

dbh of midpoint tree of ith diameter class,

Hi= mean height of midpoint tree of ith

diameter class obtained from fl.

3) Compute the volume in the i th diameter class

as followsz

where,

Vi= total volume per unit area in ith class,

Ni= number of trees per unit area in diameter

class i, as computed in step 1.

vi= volume per unit area of midpoint tree of

ith diameter class as computed in step 2.

(based on the assumption that tree diameters

are uniformly distributed within the interval.)

Per unit yield estimates are obtained by summing over the

diameter classes of interest. This method generally gives

reliable yield estimates.
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However, one shortcoming of the procedure outlined above

is the class midpoint diameter is rarely the true mean for a
diameter class, i.e. an incorrect assumption was made in
Step 3. In addition, calculating volume per diameter class

and summing to obtain a per unit area estimate involves un-

necessary computations when only a single per unit area va-

lue is desired. Strub and Burkhart (1975) presented a

class-interval-free method for obtaining yield estimates

which eliminated the need for the assumption that diameters

be uniformly distributed over an interval, as well as the

dependency on fixed diameter class intervals to obtain yield

estimates over specified diameter class limits. In addi-

tion, the class-interval-free method reduces the imprecision

and bias inherent in using class midpoint diameters for vo-

lume estimates. The general equation form is given by,
U

TV = N/g(D)f(D)dD (2.2.1)
L

where,

TV = expected stand volume per unit area,

N = number of trees per unit area,

D = dbh,

g(D) = individual tree volume equation,

f(d) = pdf for D,

L,U = lower and upper merchantable limits, respec-

tively, for the product described by g(D).
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In order to project the stand structure, and consequently

the yield through time, the approach has generally been to ‘

predict the parameters of the diameter distribution at some

future point in time. The ability to predict the parameter

estimates for a given set of stand conditions is an essen-

tial feature in using pdf's to model diameter distributions.

One method of predicting the parameter estimates is to

estimate the pdf parameters for each sample plot. Regres-

sion equations are then constructed to relate the parameters

to stand characteristics such as age, site index, and number

of trees. Given these equations, referred to as parameter

prediction equations, and projected estimates of the stand

characteristics (obtained from appropriate projection equa-

tions) the pdf parameters can be estimated, and thus the °

projected diameter distribution can be obtained. However,

the parameter prediction equations typically have Rzvalues

ranging from O.1 to O.3, indicating poor model specifica-

tion, or perhaps, that the parameters are not well related

to varying stand characteristics.

As an alternative to the parameter prediction equations,

Hyink (1980a, l980b) introduced a method of solving for the

parameters of a pdf approximating the diameter distribution

using attributes from a whole stand model and the relation-

ship given by the class-interval—free equation presented by
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Strub and Burkhart (1975). The approach was to predict
stand average attributes of interest for a specified set of

stand conditions, and use these estimates as a basis to "re-

cover" the parameters of the underlying diameter distribu-
tion using the method of moments. Hence it was called the

"parameter-recovery" method.

When constructed independently, even from the same data
set, stand average and diameter distribution models, which

give different levels of resolution, do not necessarily pro-

duce the same estimates of stand yield for a given set of

stand conditions (Daniels, et.al.,1979). The advantages of

the procedure outlined by Hyink are mathematical compatibil-
ity between the whole stand and diameter distribution based
yield models, ability to partition total yield by diameter

class, and consistency among the various stand yield esti-

mates.

Using this concept, Matney and Sullivan (1982) developed

a model for thinned and unthinned loblolly pine plantations.
Cao (1981) used a similar approach with a segmented Weibull

cummulative distribution function to derive empirical diame-
ter distributions from predicted stand attributes for thin-

ned loblolly pine plantations.

Frazier (1981) also developed a method to approximate the

diameter distribution of unthinned plantations of loblolly
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pine from whole stand predictions of stand attributes. The
diameter distribution functions for estimating a stand at-

tribute such as average diameter at breast height (dbh) or

total volume per acre, were modelled using the beta pdf and

the Weibull pdf. Given the stand attributes estimated from a
whole stand equation, the parameters of the pdf were esti-

mated.

Two types of parameter recovery systems were described by
Frazier. The first used equations for the non-central mo-
ments of dbh, average diameter and average squared diameter

being the first and second moments, respectively. The sec-

ond type used volume, as a function of diameter, as one of

the stand attributes used to solve for the parameters.

In unthinned loblolly pine plantations, the parameter mo-
dels presented by Frazier (1981) represented a feasible al-
ternative for pmedicting diameter distributions when com-

pared to other conventional diameter distribution prediction
methods.(Burkhart and Strub, 1974, Smalley and Bailey,

1974a). In addition to providing a model which can approxi-
mate the diameter distribution of stands, this method also

insures numerical compatibility of the whole stand estimates
of stand attributes and the diameter distribution estimates. p
Thus, given whole stand estimates of total basal area or to-

tal cubic-foot volume, basal area or cubic—foot volume by
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diameter class can be obtained. Because of the difficulty
associated with specification of thinning effects on diame-

ter distributions from stand and stock table projection, few
diameter distribution models are available for thinned
stands (Farrar, 1979).



Chapter III

DATA

Data for this study were collected by the U. S. Forest

Service, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station from 141

circular, 1/4—acre plots established in the Appalachian

mountains of North Carolina (93 plots), Virginia (31 plots),

and Georgia (17 plots). The plots contained 75 percent or

more yellow-poplar in the overstory, were free from insect

and disease damage, and showed no evidence of past cutting

(Beck and Della-Bianca, 1972).

Each plot was thinned (using low thinning) at the time of

installation to obtain a range of basal areas for different

site-age combinations. Site index at age 50 was determined

for each plot with an equation published by Beck (1962).

Volumes and basal areas were computed when the plots were

thinned and again after five growing seasons. Heights were

calculated. by fitting a least squares equation relating

height to diameter from measurements taken on every tenth

tree. From the equation, heights were obtained for each

tree in the plot. Then using existing equations (Beck 1963,

1964), a volume for each tree was computed. Plot volumes

were then determined by surmning the individual tree vo-

lumes. Table 1 shows a summary of the plot data before and

25
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after the first thinning (1), before and after the second

thinning (2), five years after the second thinning (3) and

10 years after the second thinning (4). Basal area and cu-

bic foot volume growth between the four measurement periods

are presented in Table 2. The basal area, number of trees

and cubic volume removed in each of the thinnings at mea-

surements (1) and (2) are given in Table 3.
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Table l- Summary of stand characteristics at the time of
the four plot measurements.

Growth Minimum Maximum Standard
Period Variable value Mean value Deviation

At time Age 17.000 47.526 76.000 14.492
of first Site 74.000 108.219 138.000 11.678
thinning NT 108.000 231.095 432.000 70.869

(1) BA 48.944 137.074 209.037 . 29.176
CV 1336.300 5777.224 11170.700 1860.429
BFV 490.700 18665.396 55032.400 11513.311
RNT 32.000 103.737 340.000 61.551
RBA 38.899 86.741 152.603 29.584
RCV 1106.340 3856.974 8101.840 1575.150

RBFV 329.000 14410.847 41106.000 8954.967

Five years Age 22.000 52.201 81.000 14.638
after Site 74.000 108.219 138.000 11.678
period (1) NT 32.000 102.849 320.000 58.539
and at BA 37.993 97.131 163.998 30.609
time of CV 1223.890 4579.897 9508.330 1768.553
second BFV 198.600 18279.735 49502.900 10209.791
thinning RNT 28.000 81.554 256.000 43.500

(2) RBA 21.809 85.567 150.057 29.255
RCV 721.600 4093.961 8183.820 1694.037

RBFV 198.000 16984.022 42459.000 9523.918

Five year Age 27.000 57.071 86.000 14.666
after Site 74.000 107.721 138.000 11.827
period (2) NT 28.000 81.886 256.000 43.468
(no thinning)BA 33.376 97.773 163.760 30.395

(3) _ CV 1218.530 4864.039 9073.690 1823.227 _
BFV 1905.500 21312.961 46473.000 10320.536
RNT 28.000 81.400 252.000 42.931
RBA 31.106 97.308 163.760 30.239
RCV 1135.310 4841.826 9073.690 1817.256

RBFV 1905.000 21219.950 46473.000 10287.229
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Table 1. Continued.

Growth Minimum Maximum Standard
Period Variable value Mean value Deviation

Five years Age 33.000 62.442 91.000 14.431
after Site 74.000 107.551 138.000 11.819
period (3) NT 28.000 81.217 252.000 43.191
(no thinning)BA 39.530 110.632 177.485 32.161

(4) ( CV 1567.450 5731.614 10052.500 1993.417
BFV 3554.400 26352.014 51347.900 11194.138
RNT 28.000 80.783 236.000 42.326
RBA 39.530 110.267 177.485 31.978
RCV 1567.450 5714.924 10052.500 1988.612
RBFV 3554.000 26287.993 51347.000 11171.624

Where, Site = site index, base age 50 years
NT = number of trees/acre
BA = basal area/acre (sq.ft.)
CV = cubic-foot volume/acre
BFV = board-foot volume/acre
RNT = residual number of trees/acre
RBA = residual basal area/acre (sq.ft.)
RCV = residual cubic-foot volume/acre
RBFV = residual board—foot volume/acre
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Table 2. Summary of basal area and cubic volume growth
during the five-year periods between the four‘ plot measurements.

Mean
Growth Minimum Maximum Standard annual
Period Variable value Mean value deviation growth

5-years BA1 25.245 85.350 152.603 30.313
after BA2 37.993 97.388 171.009 31.253
first BAGROWTH 4.623 11.988 32.969 5.208 2.398
thinning

CV1 734.300 3775.866 8101.840 1624.174
CV2 1223.890 4570.519 9508.330 1780.950
CVGROWTH 317.930 794.652 1919.710 312.485 158.930

5-years BA1 21.809 85.245 150.057 29.398
after BA2 33.376 97.773 163.760 30.395
second BAGROWTH 4.455 12.528 32.364 4.458 2.506
thinning

CV1 721.600 4073.356 8183.820 1705.4482 CV2 1218.530 4864.039 9073.690 1823.227
_ CVGROWTH 260.050 .790.682 2190.110 299.742 158.136

From 5 BA1 31.106 97.741 163.760 30.223
to 10 BA2 39.530 110.632 177.485 32.161
years BAGROWTH *1.131 12.892 25.589 4.257 2.578
after
second CV1 1135.310 4874.815 9073.690 1808.376
thinning CV2 1567.450 5731.614 10052.500 1993.417

CVGROWTH *60.620 856.799 1739.520 322.622 171.360

where, BA1 = basal area/acre at beginning of
growth period

BA2 = basal area/acre at end of growth
period

BAGROWTH = BA2—BA1, i.e. 5 years growth

CV1 = cubic-foot volume/acre at beginning
of growth period

CV2 = cubic-foot volume/acre at end of
growth period

CVGROWTH—= CV2-CVl, i.e. 5 years growth
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Chapter IV

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

4.1 SIMULTANEOUS GROWTH AND XIQQD EQUATIONS

The first step in the analysis was to determine if the
model forms and coefficients of the equations derived by
Beck and Della—Bianca (1972, 1975) for predicting basal area

growth, cubic-foot volume growth and yield, board—foot vo-

lume growth. and yield and residual. quadratic mean stand
diameter· growth were appropriate for stands thinned xmore

than once. Using these equations and. the initial stand

characteristics at the 5-year remeasurement, the plots were

projected to 5 and 10 years and the projected values were

then compared to the observed data. In addition, the data
from the 10—year remeasurement were projected to the 15—year
point for comparison.

The mean difference between the observed and predicted

values, standard deviation of the differences and mean of

the absolute value of the differences were computed to check
the bias, precision and average magnitude of the residuals,

respectively. Also, the differences and absolute value of

the differences were plotted over stand characteristics such
as age, site index, and basal area, as well as the first

order interaction ‘terms and the terms in the prediction

31
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equations to check for trends or patterns indicating improp-
er model specification or unaccounted for Variation in the
data. In addition, regression equations using the same mo-

del forms were fit for each measurement period. The R2(coef—
ficient of determination) and residual Values were calculat—
ed for each, and from this information, evaluations of the

original model forms and coefficients were made. .

These procedures were carried out for the basal area and
cubic-foot volume growth equations of Beck and Della-Bianca

(1972). The results indicated that the model forms were ap-
propriate, but that different coefficients were needed for

stands thinned more than once.

Based on these preliminary results, various options were
considered. The first option was to use all the data to es-
timate a single set of coefficients for use over all growth

periods. A second was to use the data immediately following
initial thinning to estimate one set of coefficients (these

would be identical to the coefficients of Beck and Della-Bi-

anca, 1972), the data immediately following the second thin-

ning to estimate a second set of coefficients, and the data
‘ following both thinnings to estimate a third set of coeffi-

cients. A final option was to determine if two of the
growth periods could be combined together to simplify the

prediction system. For example, combining periods one and
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l
two would produce a set of coefficients for prediction im-

mediately after a thinning and period three would be used to

fit an equation for prediction not immmediately after a

thinning. An obvious problem with this type of system would
be determining when to apply the equation for not immediate-

ly after a thinning. Combining the second and third periods

would alleviate this problem. In this case, one would have

two sets of coefficients, one for use after one thinning

(based on period one) and another set for use after two

thinnings (based on period two and three), regardless of how

long it has been since a thinning.

With the options given above, there was a possibility

that some reduced model form (i.e. same slope, different in-

tercepts) was appropriate. For example, in the second op-

tion, separate coefficients could be estimated for each per-

iod while restricting the slope coefficients to be the same.

All such possibilities were investigated.

To accomplish this part of the analysis, the data were

sorted into three classes on the basis of number of thin-

nings. Measurements from the beginning and end of each of

the three 5—year growth period were combined (i.e. growth

and yield measurements were combined) to give a total of 282

observations per class.
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‘ The growth and yield measures must be combined in order

to prevent a reduction in the original model form. As all

the growth periods are fixed at five year intervals, exclu-

sion of the yield measures, which represent a growth period

of zero years, results in the following model reduction.

Given the model,

1nY = bo + bl(l/S) + b2(l/A2) + b3(A1/A2)(l¤Bl) + b4(l<A1/A2)
+ b5(S) (1-Al/A2)

the terms,

b2(l/A2) and b4(l—(Al/A2)

can be rewritten as,

bz<l/A2) am b4[<^z‘A1>/Az]
With the growth periods fixed at 5-year intervals, i.e. A2-

Al = 5, the terms are,

b2(l/A2) and b4<5/A2)
As a result, the two terms are linear combinations of one

another.

The consequences resulting from treating the observations

from remeasured plots as if they are independent when in ac-

tuality they are not should not be too serious according to

Sullivan and Clutter (1972).

The best option was determined on the basis of statisti-

cal analyses for determining optimal model forms, in parti-
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cular, F-tests of full and reduced model forms, as well as

on the basis of the predictive ability of the model forms.
The F-tests were conducted using the sum of squared residu-

als from each equation form in terms of the logarithm of vo-

lume and basal area, as well as in cubic-foot volume (ft?)

and basal area (ft?) terms. The F-tests in cubic- feet and
square feet units would indicate the actual differences in
volume and basal area fit due to the different model forms.

Evaluations and comparisons of the predictive ability of the
model forms were made according to predicted basal area and

volume in terms of the mean residual, the mean absolute re-

sidual and the standard deviation of the residuals to check

on the bias and precision.

Once the appropriate model forms were selected, the coef-

ficients of the equations were estimated in two ways. First

through ordinary least squares (OLS) procedures and then

through a simultaneous fitting procedure. As the coeffi-

cients of the basal area projection equation are functions

of those from the cubic volume projection equation (i.e.
al=b4/b3, a2=b5/b3) the ordinary least squares procedure for

estimating coefficients of the volume equation can minimize

the sum of squared residuals (SSE) for volume only. Howev-
er, under the same circumstances, the simultaneous fitting

procedure allows the minimization of the SSE for both volume

and basal area.
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The loss function to be minimized in the simultaneous
fitting was defined such that equal weights were given to

volume and basal area projection. In this case, the corres-
ponding loss function was given by,

öf ag ~

where,

yi and yi = the observed and predicted volume

values, respectively,

Bi and Bi = the observed and predicted basal
area values, respectively,

6; and öä = the estimates of the variance about
the regression lines for volume and

basal area, respectively, computed

as the mean square error from ordinary

least squares fits of equations 2.1.5

and 2.1.6.

Using the OLS coefficient estimates from the volume equa-

tion as starting values, the coefficients of the basal area

equation, given by al=b4/b3 and a2=b5/b3 were computed and

the loss function, F, was evaluated. The coefficients were

then adjusted through an iterative process until the loss
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function was minimized. The stopping criterion in the pro-

cess was either a maximum number of iterations (1000) or no

change in the coefficient estimates to six significant di-

gits. It was expected that the simultaneous procedure would

result in a slight sacrifice in volume fit for a greatly im-

proved basal area fit. At the same time, the equations of

the prediction system would remain compatible and numerical-

ly consistent.

Burkhart and Spriniyused this same procedure for project-

ing cubic volume and basal area growth of thinned old-field

loblolly pine plantations using Sullivan and Clutter's

(1972) simultaneous growth and yield equation forms. The

simultaneous procedure greatly reduced the error in basal

area projection while increasing the error in cubic volume

projection only slightly. Reed (1982) also used this proce-

dure to simultaneously estimate the parameters in tree taper

and volume equations.

The two fitting procedures were evaluated and compared on

the basis of cubic-foot volume and basal area prediction, as

well as on the gains and losses in volume and basal area

prediction due to the fitting procedures. Through this ana-

lysis, a consistent set of simultaneous growth and yield

Ä/Buddumt, H.E. and P.T. Sprinz. Cubic volume and basal
area projection equations for thinned loblolly pine
plantations. Submitted to Forest Science.
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equations for thinned stands of yellow-poplar were obtained,

and then incorporated into a stand—level computer simulation

model that projects growth and yield of yellow-poplar stands

given a set of initial conditions, a specified thinning re-

gime, and a rotation age.

4.2 BOARD-FOOT VOLUME EQUATIONS

Previous studies involving board-foot volume prediction

have generally produced equations with lower correlations

and higher standard errors than similar cubic-foot volume

equations. Brender and Clutter (1970) fitted a board—foot

volume equation based on Sullivan and Clutter's (1972) model

with a reduction in precision over cubic-foot volume. Also,

when two seperate equations are fit, i.e. a cubic-foot and

board-foot, using Sullivan and Clutter's model, illogical

crossings of volume estimates may result. Beck and Della-

Bianca (1975) also noted that this equation did not do well

for board—foot volume prediction i11 thinned yellow-poplar

stands, and that some measure of stand structure was needed.

For these reasons, equations similar to those fitted by

Bennett (1970) relating board-foot volume to basal area and

cubic-foot volume were fitted and evaluated. The equations

would be used to express board-foot volume as a function of

cubic volume predicted from the simultaneous growth and
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yield equation and either quadratic diameter or basal area,

also predicted from the same set of equations. With this °

procedure, accuracy and precision should be increased, while

preventing illogical crossings of board-foot and cubic-foot

volume estimates associated with seperate prediction equa-

tions.

4.3 VOLUME REMOVED LN THINNING

To estimate the volume removed in thinning from below

when the reduction in basal area or number of trees is

known, equations presented by Field, et.al. (1978) were con-

sidered. They constructed the following equations on the ba-

sis of linear trends displayed in plots of proportion of vo-

lume removed versus proportional reduction in stand density.
”

-1¤g (Vr/Vb)/ = (4•3-1)

-1¤g (4-3-2)

where,

Vr = cubic volume per acre removed,

Vb = cubic volume per acre before thinning,

Br = basal area per acre removed,

Bb = basal area per acre before thinning,

Nr = number of stems per acre removed,

Nb = number of stems per acre before thinning,

¤,ß = parameters to be estimated from the data.
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These equation forms seem appropriate as they were derived
from data taken from slash pine plantations thinned from be-

low as the yellow poplar stands were. The equations were
fitted using ordinary least squares regression techniques on
the plot data to obtain estimates for G and B.

Then through algebraic manipulation, the following pred-

iction equations were also specified.

Y; = Vb(B1f/Bb)a (4.3.3)

Vb (_Nr/Nb) B (4.3.4)

where all variables are as previously defined.

The nonlinear equation forms 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 given above

were then fit using nonlinear least squares procedures to

obtain another set of coefficient estimates. The nonlinear

fitting of these equations should reduce the transformation

bias associated with the linear equation forms 4.3.1 and

4.3.2 when predicting the volume removed in thinning through

the direct minimization of the SSE for the volume removed.

Both the linear and the nonlinear coefficient estimates

were evaluated and then compared in terms of predicting vo-

lume removed in thinning based on the proportion of basal

area or number of trees removed. For this analysis, volume
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removed was predicted with each of the four equations and
then subtracted from the observed volume removed. The mean,

the mean magnitude, and the standard deviations of these re-

sidual values were used as a basis for the evaluations and
A

comparisons.

4.4 DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PREDICTION

The parameter recovery‘ procedure discussed. by Frazier
(1981) was used to estimate the parameters of the Weibull

probability density function which was selected to describe

the diameter distributions of yellow-poplar stands before
and after thinning.

The Weibull probability density function exists in either
a two or three parameter form. These two forms are defined
as follows.

Three parameter Weibull density
c-1 c

fX( x;a,b,c)=

§

(c/b)(}ik?) exp a,b,c > O
. &<X < oo

O,<mdzumdse

Two parameter Weibull density

f (y;b,c) = (c/b)<X)c-lexp[-<X)C] y,b,c >OY b b _
{O, otherwise

where Y = X - a-
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With the general diameter distribution yield function,

Du
Yi = Nt}/gi(x)f(x;Q_)dx ,

DL

integration over the range of diameters, x, for any gi(x),

gives the total per unit area value of the stand attribute
defined by gi(x). Average diameter, basal area per acre,

total cubic volume per acre and board-foot volume per acre

are examples of such stand attributes. The number of stand
attribute equations must equal the number of parameters to
be estimated in order to solve the system of equations for
the pdf parameters.

Frazier outlined two basic systems of equations for esti-
mating the parameters. One consisted of the non-central mo-

ments of the random variable X, E(Xi) and was called the mo-

ment-based parameter recovery system. The other system
involved the use of one or more volume equations together

with non-central moment equations, and was called the vo-

lume-based. parameter recovery system. In this analysis,

only the moment-based parameter recovery system was investi-gated. a
As Frazier pointed out, the moment—based parameter recov-

ery system is simply the method of moments technique of pdf

parameter estimation (Mendenhall and Scheaffer, 1973), where
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the equation for the ith non-central moment of X is given

by,

E(Xl) =[xlf(xi ; Q_)dx = Ti/N
allx

where,
i -X - qi(X>

The first non-central moment,

?X1 -E(X) is estimated by ——ü—-= x , the average diameter
of the stand.

The second non-central moment, _

2 Xi1S X

Although they have no practical forestry interpretations,

the higher moments can be estimated in a similar manner.

i.e. E(Xi) is estimated by,

X1
§<.._." = $5N

Stand average estimates of the first k moments produce a

system of k equations with k unknown parameters which can be

used to obtain estimates of the pdf parameters while insur-

ing compatibility between whole stand and diameter distribu-

tion estimates of the stand attributes described by the mo-

ment equations.
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The moment-based system of equations for the three
parameter Weibull distribution uses the first three non—cen—
tral moments,'Y, Ää, ES. As this set of equations led to

convergence problems, the three parameter Weibull pdf was
reduced to the two parameter pdf form. Using the transfor-

mation Y=X—a, i.e. 'a' is set equal to a constant or pred-

icted outside the system of equations, the three parameter
Weibull system was simplified to a two parameter system.
The two equations in the final system are,

Q

§ = !rf(x;b,c)dx = bF(1+l/c) (4.4.1)
0

Q

;2=j/x2f(x;b,c)dx = b2F(l+2/c) (4.4.2)
0

The estimated variance of the distribution is given by,

s2= Ä}- §2= b2[F(l+2/c) — FS(l+l/cß (4.4.3)

and the coefficient of Variation is estimated by,

CV
_

fz
_ [F(l+2/c) - F2(l+l/c)|% (4.4.4)SAs

the coefficeint of Variation is a function of 'c' al-
one, given estimates of ä'and E3 it is possible to solve for

'c'. This then allows for the solution for 'b' from

SE = -b1”(l+l/C)
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The whole stand and individual tree equations, developed

from the plot and individual tree data sets, required by the

moment-based parameter recovery system·are given in Table 4.

The basal area equations are those presented earlier in
the stand level projection equation section. A separate set

of coefficients is used depending on the number of thin-

nings.
l

Initially, an independent equation was fit to predict Ü,

average stand diameter, as an estimate of the first non-cen-

tral moment, and E?= BA per acre/.OO5454N, where BA per acre

was estimated from the stand level model, was used as an es-

timate of the second non-central moment. However, when the

coefficient of Variation for the Weibull distribution, given

BY,

= ..—.<52-Ü2>"
4 D

was calculated, a negative variance, and thus a negative

c.v. value sometimes resulted. Estimates of B and E? from

independent equations eoften. produced, illogical crossovers

and hence negative variances (i.e. (Ü-”Ü2)<’0 ). Frazier

encountered similar difficulties when he predicted°Ü and l?

independently. To condition the term B2-·-152 to be greater

than zero, Frazier predicted ln(B?¥Ü% and E and then solved

for B?. For this analysis ln(f?-E5 was predicted and this
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estimate, together with the basal area estimate from the

stand level model, were used to solve for B1 Average diame-

ter computed from the transformation gave fairly good re-

sults.

Several equations were fit for nunimum diameter, Dmin,

prediction. As there was so little Variation in the minimum

diameter of the stands before the first thinning (4.0 inches

< Dmin < 7.0 inches), Dmin was set equal to 5.0 inches in

this case. In all other cases, Dmin was predicted using the

equation given in Table 4.

The total height equation is a slight modification of the

one presented by Beck and Della-Bianca (1970). Number of

trees was replaced by basal area in the original model form.

The individual tree Volume equation is of the same form pre-

sented by Beck (1963) and was also fitted using weighted

least squares procedures.

Equations to predict number of trees from age, site in-

dex, and basal area and basal area from age, site, and num-

ber of trees were developed to increase the flexibility of

the system. Seperate equations were fit for stands before

the first thinning, after the first thinning, and after the

second thinning.

The 'a' parameter of the Weibull distribution was calcu-

lated from Dmin as a=0.5(Dmin). Frazier tested several Va-
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lues for 'a' and found small differences in the final diame-

ter distributions. However, a=O.5(Dmin) performed slightly

better than the others. Preliminary tests using the yel-

'low-poplar plot data produced similar results. Thus the

equation a=O.5(Dmin) was used to estimate the parameter.

The computer solution routine written by Frazier in FOR-

TRAN-Level G for loblolly pine stands was applied to the

yellow-poplar data with certain, modifications and revi-

sions. After the appropriate equations, previously present-

ed in Table 4, were entered into the computer routine, diam-

eter distributions before the first thinning were predicted

for the 141 plots. Specifically, observed basal area per

acre, number of trees per acre, age, and average height of

the dominants and codominants (calculated from the site in-

dex equation) were used to calculate the coefficient of var-

iation

Y

where,

a
2Üa + az

Ü·= average diameter
Bä= average squared diameter
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l
Using International Mathematical and Statistical Library

(IMSL) subroutines for evaluating the gamma function (GAMMA)
and the iterative solution of one equation in one unknown
(ZBRENT), 'c' was solved in

C•V• = [F(l+2/c) — 1&(l+l/c)]%
F(l+l/c)

Given the solution for 'c',
’b'

was then calculated from

E = b1—(1+1/c)

Once the parameter estimates were obtained, number of
trees, basal area, and cubic volume per acre by diameter
class were calculated for each plot before the first thin-

ning according to the procedures outlined earlier.

Following similar procedures, the diameter distributions

of the plots immediately after the first thinning were pred-

icted and then checked for logical consistencies which

should exist between the unthinned and thinned diameter dis-

tributions, as well as for inconsistencies which may result
from independent prediction of the two distributions.

First, the number of trees in each diameter class before

and after thinning was checked to insure that the number in

a given class did not increase with thinning. Other incon-

sistencies which could occur wouhd be an increase in the
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maximum diameter, or a decrease in the minimum diameter aft-

er thinning. ·

An inspection of ten sample plot distributions predicted

before and after thinning produced several inconsistencies.

From this preliminary analysis it was apparent that the dis-

tribution predictions before and after thinning can not be

performed independently, but must be conditioned such that
the previously stated inconsistencies can not occur.

As an alternative to two independent predictions, first

the diameter distribution prior to thinning was predicted as

before, then a proportion of the basal area in each diameter

class was removed to simulate the thinning. With this

procedure it is impossible for the number of trees in a giv-

en class to increase as‘trees can only be removed from a

class. Consequently minimum diameter can only increase and

maximum diameter can only decrease, if they change at all.

To carry out the thinning algorithm, a function first had

to be defined to specify the amount of basal area to be re-

moved from each diameter class. The following equation re-

lating the proportion of basal area removed in a diameter

class to the ratio of the midpoint diameter of the class to

the average squared diameter of the stand was used to "thin"

the predicted stand table.

Pbari = exp (4.4.14)
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where,

Pbari = proportion of basal area removed from

diameter class, i,

di = midpoint diameter of class, i,
dä = average squared diameter of stand,

bl,b2 = regression coefficients estimated

from the data. ·

As the plot data were taken on stands thinned from below,

the removal function "thins" heavily in the smaller diameter
classes and proportionally less as the diameter classes in-

crease in size. Seperate removal equations were fitted for
stands after the first and second thinnings due to the obvi-

ous differences ixx the size-class distributions. Coeffi-

cient estimates and statistics of the fits are given in Ta-

ble 5.

Once the basal area removal functions are defined, the

thinning algorithm is as follows.

1) Predict the diameter distribution prior to

thinning as initially described.

2) Starting with the smallest diameter class,

remove the proportion of basal area specified

by the removal function.

3) Proceed through the diameter classes until
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Table 5. Coefficient estimates and fit statistics for
fits of basal area removal function (4.4.14).

For First Thinning For Second Thinning

bl -0.70407 -2.61226
b2 1.87666 2.00627
SSE 150.6588 82.2393
MSE 0.0843 0.0672
Sy.x 0.2902 0.2592
R2 0.5614 0.4060
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the desired level of basal area to be removed

is attained.

4) If the required basal area removal is not

obtained after the largest diameter class is

reached, return to the smallest diameter class

and remove the remaining basal area in that

class. Proceed in this manner through the

diameter classes until the desired level of

basal area removal is attained.

Following these procedures, diameter distributions be-

fore and after the initial thinning were predicted for the

141 plots. Similarly, the distributions before and after

the second thinning were predicted. To compare the observed

and. predicted ediameter distributions, differences between

the observed and predicted basal area per acre and total cu-

bic—foot volume per acre were calculated. In addition, ob-

served and predicted number of trees by diameter class were

used to conduct a Chi-square (X2) goodness-of-fit test sta-

tistic for each plot and for all plots combined. Evalua-

tions of the parameter recovery model (for unthinned stands)

and the thinning algorithm were made on the basis of the x2

tail probabilities, or p—values.

As the basal area removal equations were fit using data

from all 141 plots, one would expect plots with the propor-
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tion of basal area cut close to the mean removal to have

the lower differences in observed and predicted distribu-
tions after thinning, and hence the smaller x2 values. As

the basal area removed deviates from the mean removal, the

fit may become progressively worse. To determine what ef-
fects, if any, the amount of basal area removed in thinning

has on the prediction of diameter distributions after thin-
ning, three different methods of grouping the plots and

their associated x2 statistics were examined.

First, the plots were grouped according to the amount

of basal area removed in thinning. Those having an amount

removed in the range of the mean basal area removed, plus or

minus one standard deviation represented one group. Those

having amounts removed above and below the upper and lower

bounds represented the other two groups.

Next, the plots were classified according to the pro-

portion of basal area removed in thinning. In the manner

described above, three groups were defined.

Finally, the plots were sorted on the basis of whether

or not all the basal area required by the thinning was re-

moved in one 'pass' through the diameter classes or if a

second 'pass' was needed.

I For each classification scheme, the average and sum of

the x2 statistics were calculated for each group to detect
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differences in fit among them. The results should indicate

if fit and predictive ability are correlated with basal area °

removed, proportion of basal area removed, and/or number of
'passes' required to remove the specified level of basal
area.

4.5 FLEXIBLE VOLUME EQUATIONS

The approach taken by Beck (1963) to obtain flexible
volume tables for yellow-poplar in the southern Appalachi-
ans involved the fitting of four different fixed merchanta-

ble top limit equations. One drawbadk of this method is

that merchantable volume can be estimated to only a limited

number of top diameters. In the case of Beck (1963) the

limits were four and eight inch top diameters (i.b. and '

o.b.). In addition, independent, unconstrained volume equa-

tions for various top limits often cross illogically within

the range of the data.

The volume ratios approach presented by Burkhart (1977)

seemed more appropriate in that it allows merchantable vo-

lume prediction 1x> any top diameter limit. The procedure

consists of three basic steps.

1) Predict total tree volume using a total

volume equation (TOTALVOL)

2) Predict the ratio of merchantable volume

to total volume as,
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R = Vm/Vt = f(d,D)

where,

Vm = merchantable volume to top diameter, d,

Vt = total volume,

D = dbh,

f = function relating R to d and D.

3) Obtain merchantable volume to top diameter,d,

as, TOTALVOL * R

Note: The ratio can be formulated for both inside

and outside bark top diameter measures.

This method represents a relatively simple means for obtain-

ing cubic volume to any top diameter limit. Through sub-

traction, volume between any two specified diameter limits

can be estimated.

The first step in this procedure was to evaluate the to-

tal volume equation published by Beck (1963), where he used

a combined variable equation weighted by (1/D2H)2, i.e.

2 _ 2

where, ‘

TV = total volume
D = dbh
H = total height
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which accounted for more than 98% of the total variation in
volume.

Using the same individual tree data set as Beck used in

his analysis, 100 observations were selected at random from
the 337 total tree measurements and set aside for evaluation
purposes. The remaining 237 observations were used to esti-

mate the parameters in the following total volume equations

1) ·1v = b + b 11211O 1
2) TV /D2H = bo/D2H + bl

3) lr1('IV) = bo + bll1’1(D) + b2l¤(H) _
4)1V = bo + blD + b2DH + b3D2 + b4H + b5D2H

where all variables are as previously defined.

The fitted equations were then evaluated in terms of total
volume prediction based on the analysis of the residual va-
lues representing observed minus predicted volumes . From

this analysis, a total volume equation was selected.

The second step involved the definition of the function

relating the ratio of merchantable volume over total volume

to dbh and a merchantable top diameter, d. Burkhart (1977)

fit the following nonlinear ratio equation for plantation

and natural stand loblolly pine. °

R = 1 + bl[tb2/Db3] (4.5.2)
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where,

t = top diameter (o.b. or i.b.) in inches,

D = dbh in inches, ·

R = merchantable cubic-foot volume (o.b. or i.b.)

to top diameter, t / total stem volume

(o.b. or i.b.) in cubic feet,

bl,b2,b3 = regression coefficients.

With this form, the coefficient, bl, is less than zero,

thus R is less than or equal to one, as it should be. Also,

as t approaches zero, (i.e. as the top of the tree is ap-

proached), R approaches one. Using this volume ratios ap-

proach to merchantable volume prediction, plots of cubic-

foot volume versus diameter squared times height for

different top limits indicated different slope and inter-

cepts for the various curves, but no illogical crossings of-

ten associated with independently fit fixed top limit equa-

tions. Thus with this ratio equation, it was possible to

obtain logical and consistent cubic-foot volume estimates to

any desired top limit. The volume ratios approach, whenap-plied

to the yellow-poplar data set, were evaluated on the

basis of merchantable volume prediction. Analysis of the

volume residual values in terms of the mean residual (ob-

served minus predicted volume), the mean absolute residual,
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and the standard deviation of the residuals gave an indica-
l

tion of the bias and precision in prediction.

In a similar manner, Cao and Burkhart (1980) fit the fol-

lowing height ratio equation to obtain estimates of merchan-

table volume to any height limit.

Rz: l + bl[pb2/Hb3] (4.5.3)

where,

H = total tree height in feet, _

p = distance from tip to height of interest, h,

= H - h in feet,

R = as previously defined,

bl,b2,b3 = regression coefficients estimated from

the data

Merchantable volume prediction with this height ratio in-

volves the same basic steps as the diameter ratio, the only

difference being the formulation in terms of height rather

than diameter. Again, bl is less than zero, restricting R

to be less than or equal to one, and R is conditioned such

that as p approaches zero, i.e. merchantable height, h, is

approaching total height, H, R approaches one. As before,

however, R is not conditioned at the lower end, so as p gets

large and approaches H, R can become negative. With this

ratio equation, cubic-foot volume can be estimated to any
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height limit, and through subtraction, volume between any

two specified heights can also be estimated.

The height ratio equations were fit using nonlinear re-

gression techniques, and then evaluated on the basis of mer-

chantable volume prediction to various height limits.

Again, this was done through analysis of the residuals cor-

responding to the observed minus the predicted volume values

at the various height limits.

Given the height and diameter ratios presented by Cao and

Burkhart (1980), implicit taper functions of the following

forms could be obtained through a simple rearrangement of

the equations.

t = fl(D,H,p)

h = f2(D,H,t)

where,

t = merchantable top diameter of interest,

h = merchantable height of interest,

D = dbh,

H = total height,

p = H - h.

Thus, in addition to merchantable volume prediction,

height to a given diameter, and diameter to a given height

could be estimated.
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For example, let

Rl = vm/vt = 1 + bllltbzl/Db3l]
and

R2 1 + b1z[pb22/11**32]
Then,

t = [(R2 _ 1) Db31]l/b2l
= [bl2|pb22/Hb32|Db3l]l/b2l

bll bll

Similarly,

h = H - bll|tb2l/Db3l]Hb32 l/b22
bl2

where all variables are as previously defined.

Clutter (1980) outlined an alternate method for obtaining

implicit taper functions from the inside and outside bark
diameter ratio equations presented by Burkhart (1977) and a
total volume equation expressed as a function of dbh and to-

tal height. The procedure is as follows.

Using a variable—top merchantable volume equation of the

following form,

‘ Vm = Vt[l - blDmb2Db3]

where,

Vm = merchantable o.b. stem volume to an o.b.

top diameter, Dm,

Vt = total o.b. stem volume as given by a
standard volume equation (i.e. V = g(D,H),
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where D = dbh and H = total height),

Dm = upper stem merchantability limit, o.b.,

bl,b2,b3 = regression coefficients. ·

and subsequent rearrangement of seperable differential equa-

tions, followed by integration led to the following implicit

taper equations.

b2-2 1Dm = I:kVt-lbl-lD b3<—b_2--)(H-M)jI b—2_-_2-
b2M = M - ¤.mb2'2k'lvt bl ¤b3°

( b2 )_ _ ' _ _; _ b2-2 bg-2Dm'= {M l(b2—2) lv°b1°¤b3bz°[kv·„; lbllD h3 ("b2">]
(b2'- b2 + 2) }g

•(H — M) b2-2

where,
T = distance from the top of the stem to Dm,

M = merchantable height, such that total height,
H = T + M

k = 0.005454

Dm'= upper stem merchantability limit, i.b.,

V'= total inside bark stem volume.

This same procedure was also used by Brister (1980) for

site-prepared plantations of slash pine.
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The set of implicit taper equations obtained through sim-
ple rearrangement of the volume ratios and the set derived
according to the procedure described by Clutter (1980) were

evaluated and comparad on the basis of the prediction of
diameter at a given height and height at a given diameter.

The analysis was conducted on the basis of the mean residu-
al, the mean magnitude of the residuals and the standard de-

viation of the residual values (observed minus predicted

diameter at a given height and observed minus predicted

height at a given diameter).

Cao, et.al. (1980) compared twelve ratio and taper equa-

tions in terms of taper and merchantable volume estimates to

specified top diameters and height limits for loblolly pine.

If a single equation is desired, they recommended a reliable

taper equation that, when integrated, also provides reason-

able merchantable volume estimates to either a specified

( merchantable height or diameter limit. They also concluded

that the ratio equations presented, by Cao and Burkhart

(1980) produced good volume estimates and recommended them

for°predicting merchantable volume to various heights and/or

top diameters. The volume ratios also have the advantage of
being simple in form, producing good, relatively unbiased

volume estimates, and being easily manipulated for the spe-

cification of implicit taper functions.



Chapter V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 SIMULTANEOUS GROWTH AND XIEQQ EQUATIONS
The first step in evaluating the model forms and coeffi-

cients of the equations derived by Beck and Della—Bianca
(1972) for predicting basal area growth and cubic-foot vo-

lume growth and yield involved prediction over the addition-

al measurement periods. Using the original model forms and

coefficients, based on measurements taken five years after

one thinning, the plots were projected to five and ten years

and the projected values were compared to the observed data.
In addition, the data from the 10-year remeasurement were

projected to the fifteen year point for comparison. The re-
sults are given in Table 6.

While the initial set of cmefficients predicted cubic-

foot volume and basal area well over the first period, fit

and predictive ability were somewhat less for the other per-

iods. This was suggested by the residuals, representing ob-

served minus predicted cubic volume and basal area values.
The residuals also indicated that bias increases and preci-

sion decreases for cubic-foot volume and basal area predic-
tion over the other three periods. In addition, the good-

ness of fit, measured by R2, also decreases for the other

66
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measurement periods. In all cases, fit and predictive abil-
ity decrease as the projection age increases beyond the ini- '

tial five year remeasurement. ·

Plots of residuals over stand characteristics such as
age, site index, and basal area, as well as the first order

interaction terms and the terms in the prediction equations
indicated no obvious trends or relationships between the re-
sidual values amd the stand characteristic terms. Aside

from the bias and precision effects which may cause the re-

sidual values to not be centered around zero over the range

of the independent variable, trends such as increasing vari-

ance with increasing magnitude of the independent variable

were not puesent. The plots indicated that although the

coefficients may not be appropriate over all the periods,
‘

the model forms are.

To further validate the model forms, separate regression

equations were fitted for each time period using the same

original model form. The Rgand residual values were calcu-

lated for each of the periods. The results, given in Table

7, again indicate that the model forms are appropriate (high
R2, all variables significant at the alpha = 0.00001 level),

and that only new coefficients are necessary (indicated by
reduced bias and increased precision in prediction over that
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associated with the original coefficient estimates). Again,

residual plots indicated no trends over stand characteris-

tics, first order interaction terms, or terms in the predic-

tion equations.

Based on these results, it was concluded that the model

forms were appropriate, but that different coefficients were

necessary for stands thinned more than once.

Various options were analyzed regarding parameter estima-

tion based on the number of thinnings. To accomplish this

analysis, the data were first divided into three classes

based on the number of thinnings as described earlier in the

methods section. Given these three groups of measurements,

four options were considered. First, all the data were com-

bined to estimate a single set of coefficients. Second, the

data immediately following the initial thinning were used to

estimate one set of coefficients, the data immediately fol-

lowing the second thinning to estimate a second set of coef-

ficients and finally, the data after the third growth period

following both thinnings to estimate a third set of coeffi-

cients. Finally the third and fourth options involved the

combination of two of the measurement periods.

In particular, the third option was to combine periods

one and two to produce a set of coefficients for stands im-

mediately after a thinning, and to use period three to esti-
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mate coefficients for Stands not immediately after a thin-

ning. The fourth and final option was to combine periods

two and three to estimate a set of coefficients for Stands

after two thinnings and period one to obtain a Set of coef-

ficients for Stands after one thinning.

For options one, three, and four, full and reduced model

forms were also fitted. The full form estimated separate

slope and intercept coefficients for each period, or group,

(the full model for option one is in effect option two),

whereas the reduced form estimated identical slope but

different intercept coefficients for each periodÄ For op-

tions three and four where two growth periods were being

combined, full and reduced model forms, including a second

reduced form which estimated identical slope and intercept

coefficents for those two periods, were fitted to determine

if the two periods could indeed be combined. A summary of

how each of the model forms fit the data in terms of cubic-

foot volume prediction is given in Table 8. AS expected,

the full model using three separate periods, option two, had

the lowest Sum of squared residuals and the reduced model

form had the highest .

To determine whether or not the SSE between model forms

were significantly different, which would then entail addi-

tional parameter estimation and hence additional complexity
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Table 8- Sumary of model form fits in terms of cubic—foot
volume.

Model SSE d.f. MSE Sy.x R2

3 separate
periods

Full
(option 2) 39975306.1 822 48631.8 220.526 0.9867

Reduced 1 42415638.2 832 50980.3 225.788 0.9859

Reduced 2 46285618.1 834 55498.3 235.581 0.9846
(option 1)

Periods 1 and 2
combined (option 3)

Full 41950217.5 828 50664.5 225.088 0.9861

Reduced 1 44210974.9 833 53074.4 230.379 0.9853

Reduced 2 46285618.1 834 55498.3 235.581 0.9846

Periods 2 and 3
combined (option 4)

Full 40998499.4 828 49515.1 222.520 0.9864

Reduced 1 42756589.4 833 51328.4 226.558 0.9858

Reduced 2 46285618.1 834 55498.3 235.581 0.9846

Where, Full indicates different slopes, different
intercepts

Reduced 1 indicates same slopes, different
intercepts

Reduced 2 indicates same slopes, same
intercepts
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of the prediction system, F-tests for testing such differ-
ences were conducted on the SSE's. From the test results in
Table 9, it appears that the differences in the SSE's for
the model forms using the three separate periods are large
enough to require a separate equation for each period. This

would exclude option one, which involved combining all
three periods for one set of coefficient estimates. The
tests on the nmdel forms involving periods two and three

only indicate that one set of slope coefficients could be
used for both periods. Similar tests involving periods one

and two only indicate that the two periods could not be com-
bined to estimate a single set of slope coefficients. This

excluded option three. With periods two and three combined,

the F-tests suggest that a separate set of coefficients is

required for period one and the group containing periods two

and three combined.

At this point, there were essentially two options to con-
sider, option two-- a separate set of coefficients for each

of the three periods and option four-- a set of coefficients

for period one and a separate set of coefficients for per-
iods two and three combined. An F-test to compare the SSE's

of these two model forms gave borderline results (See Table

10). Thus other points had to be considered.
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Table 9. Tests to determine significant differences in SSE's
among model forms.

Calculated _

3 separate
periods

Full · Full vs.
(Option 2) 39975306.1 822 Reduced 1 5.018 2.32 2.52

Reduced 1 42415638.2 832 Full vs. 10.813 2.18 2.36
Reduced 2

Reduced 2 Reduced 1
(Option 1) 46285618.1 834 vs. 2 37.956 4.61 5.30

Periods 1 and
2 Combined (Option 3)
Full 41950217.5 828 Full vs. 8.924 3.02 3.35

Reduced 1

Reduced 1 44210974.9 833 Full vs. 14.262 2.80 3.09
Reduced 2

Reduced 2 46285618.1 834 Reduced 1 39.089 6.63 7.88
vs. 2

Periods 2 and
3 Combined (Option 4)

Full 40998499.4 828 Full vs. 7.101 3.02 3.35
Reduced 1

Reduced 1 42756589.4 833 Full vs. 17.796 2.80 3.09
Reduced 2

Reduced 2 46285618.1 834 Reduced 1 68.836 6.63 7.88
vs. 2
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Table 9. Continued.

_ Calculated
Mgdel SSE Ö..f•_ A A F

APeriods1 and 2 (gnly)

Full 21552171.6 550 Full vs. 0.275 3.02 3.35
Reduced 1

Reduced 1 21606048.5 555 Full vs. 8.399 2.80 3.09
Reduced 2

Reduced 2 23527083.0 556 Reduced 1 49.346 6.63 7.88
vs. 2

Pericds 2 and 3 (0n1y)

Full 28858229.3 546 Full vs. 3.219 3.02 3.35
Reduced 1

Reduced 1 29708828.3 551 Full vs. 3.226 2.80 3.09
Reduced 2

Reduced 2 29881422.7 552 Reduced 1 3.201 6.63 7.88
vs. 2

Where, F vs. R is an F-test defined as follows,

F -
(SSER - SSEF)/(.d.fR = d.f.F)'*F

SSEF7d f F (d f'R d f F), d f F- I I I I - I I I I
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Table l0.Test to determine significant differences in SSE's
among options 2 and 4.

Calculated
Model SSE d•f- F F.01 F.005
3 separate
periods

(option 2) 39975306.1 822

Option 2
versus

Option 4 3.5066 2.802 3.091

Periods 2
and

3combined
(option 4) 40998499.4 828

Where, Option 2 versus Option 4 is an F-test defined
as follows:

F = (SSE4 ·- SSE2)/(d.f.4 — d.f.2·) ~F(d f n-d f f n' “" 2' • •4 • •2 [ • I2
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First cubic—foot volume projection was evaluated using

the full and two reduced model forms fitted on the combined

measurements from periods two and three to determine what

effects on fit and prediction selection of the reduced model

form (same slope and intercept) had. From the results in

Table 11 it appears that only slight sacrifices in fit and

predictive ability were made when the reduced form for

growth periods two and three was selected over the full mo-

del form. Therefore, it was concluded that grouping periods

two and three had no practical effect on predictive abili-

ty. ·

Secondly, if separate equations were used for each period

(option 2) how does one determine when to apply the equation

applicable to prediction not immediately after a thinning?

With option four there was no such confusion.

Finally, use of reduced model forms (option 4) decreases

the number of equations in the prediction system and thus

reduces the complexity of the system. Based on the slight

losses in fit and predictive ability when periods two and

three are combined, and the resulting simplification of the

prediction system, option four was selected as the one to

use in the final prediction system.

Once the appropriate option was selected, the coefficient

estimates for the model forms were estimated in two ways.
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First using ordinary least squares (OLS), as was the case up

to this point, and then using the simultaneous fitting

procedure described earlier. As previously stated, this
procedure minimizes the SSE of both cubic—foot volume and
basal area, as opposed to the OLS procedure which minimizes

the SSE with respect to cubic—foot volume only. The simul-
taneously fitted coefficients along with the OLS estimates

are given in Table 12. The two fitting procedures were

evaluated and compared in terms of cubic-foot volume and ba-
sal area prediction based on the average residual, the aver-

age absolute residual, and the standard deviation of the re-
sidual values to check on the bias, precision, and
goodness-of-fit of each of the fitting methods. The summary

statistics are given in Table 13.

With the simultaneous fitting procedure, one would expect

slight losses in cubic-foot volume fit and significant gains

in basal area fit. The cubic-foot volume results in Table

13 (combined periods) indicate a slight decrease rather than
a slight increase in the SSE for volume. However, this is

due to transformation bias as the coefficients were estimat-
‘

ed through the fitting of the logarithm of volume. Overall,

the simultaneous fitting procedure had little affect on cu-

bic-foot volume fit or prediction as evidenced. by only

slight changes in the R2, average residual, average absolute
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· Table 12. Simultaneous and ordinary least squares
coefficient estimates for the cubic-foot volume

· equation.*

Ordinary Least
Sguares Estimates Simultaneous Estimates

Coefficient Period 1 Periods 2&3 Period 1 Periods 2&3

bo 5.35197 5.33812 5.35740 5.33115
bl -101.90762 -99.08287 -102.45728 -97.95286
bz -21.95086 -25.14970 -21.95901 -25.19324
b3 0.97489 0.98954 0.97473 0.98858
b4 4.00752 6.05787 4.11893 5.84476
b5 0.01385 ··0.00204 0.01293 0.00018

*Equation4 l¤(Y) = bo + blßl/S) + b2(l/A2) + b3(Ä1/5Ql¤(BAl)
+ b4(l-Al/A2) + b5(S)(1-Al/A2)

Where, Y = cubic-foot volume
S = site index

A2 = projected age
BAl = basal area at initial age,Al
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residual, and standard deviation of the residual values. On

the other hand, clearer gains were obtained in basal area

fit and prediction. The simultaneous fitting procedure re-

duced the SSE, the prediction bias, and the average magni-

tude of the residuals while also increasing precision in ba-

sal area fit and projection.

Table 14 presents cubic-foot volume and basal area pro-
jection and fit statistics over the separate growth periods.

As was the case with cubic-foot volume fit and prediction
over all the periods combined, the simultaneous fitting

procedure had little affect over the individual growth per-

iod groupings. The simultaneous procedure also improved fit

and prediction of basal area only slightly over the first

period. Most of the decreases in bias and SSE were made in

the second group consisting of growth periods two and three.

To further illustrate the effectiveness of the simulta-
neous fitting procedure , Table 15 presents three methods of

basal area fit for the group containing periods two and

three combined, The first method is based on an OLS fit of

the basal area model form, independent of the cubic-foot vo-
lume fit. The second is based on an OLS fit of the volume

equation with use of the ratios of the appropriate coeffi-

cients according to Beck and Della-Bianca (1972). The third

also uses coefficient ratios, however the coefficient esti-
mates are from the simultaneous fitting procedure.
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As expected, the SSE associated with the direct OLS fit
of the basal area equation is the lowest, and is thus used

as a measure for comparison of the other two methods. Note

the reduction in the SSE due to the simultaneous versus the

OLS procedures using coefficient ratios. This was also ex-

pected.

Based on the improvement in fit and prediction, the sim-

ultaneous fitting procedure was used to estimate the coeffi-

cients of the final model forms selected. However, one fi-

nal check on the set of equations forms was made.

Cubic-foot volume and basal area were predicted with each of

the two equations in the final system, given the same ini-

tial

conditions, to «determine if there was any difference
iof

practical significance between the two eqations fit on the

basis of number of thinnings.

Given the results in Tables 16 and 17, it was concluded

that the two equations produce values for both basal area

and cubic-foot volume that are practically, as well as sta-

tistically significantly different. Thus it was decided to

use the two separate equations in the prediction system.

From this cubic-foot and basal area analysis, the following

set of simultaneous growth and yield equations for thinned

stands of yellow—poplar were selected for use in the final

prediction system, (all variables as previously defined).
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Forsäzndstjunmaicmce,

1nY2 = 5.35740 — 102.45728(1/S) — 2l.95901(1/A2) + 0.97473(A1/A2)
•(1nBl) + 4.11893(1<Al/A2) +0.01293(S)(1—A1/A2)1nB2

= (A1/A2)(1nBl) + (4.11893/0.97473)(1~A1/A2)
+ (0.01293/0.97473)(S)(1<A1/A2) (5.1.2)

For stands thinned twice,
(

1nY2 = 5.33115 — 99.95286(1/S) — 25.19324(1/A2) + 0.98858(A1/A2)
·(1nBl) + 5.84476(1—A1/A2) +0.00018(S)(1<A1/A2)lnB2

= (A1/A2)(1nBl) + (5.84476/0.98858)(1<A1/A2)
„ + (0.00018/0.98858)(S)(1-A1/A2) (5.1.4)

5.2 BOARD-FOOT VOLUME EQUATIONS

Graphic trends indicated a strong linear relationship

between board-foot volume and both basal area and cubic vo-

lume. Board—foot volume was also found to be linearly re-

lated to quadratic diameter. However, as quadratic diameter

increased, so did the variance in volume.

Using basal area and quadratic diameter as measures of

stand density or structure, six equations were fit to pred-
l

ict board—foot volume.
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BFV = bo + b]-BA + b2CFV
BFV = bo + bl(l/BA) + b2CE‘V
BFV = bo + bl<i¤BA) + bzcw
B-FV = bo + blQD + b2CE‘V
BFV = bo + bl(l/QD) + b2CF‘V
B-FV = bo + bl(].I'1QD) + b2CFV

where,

BFV = board-foot volume per acre,

BA = basal area per acre,

QD = quadratic mean diameter,

CFV = cubic-foot volume per acre,

Fit and prediction statistics for each of these equations

are given in Table 18.

Although the three equations containing quadratic diame-

ter fit the data better than the three containing basal

area, all three equations produced obvious trends in plots

of the residuals, indicating improper model specification.

On the other hand, no trends were apparent in the residual

plots produced with the equations containing basal area. In

addition, the three equations containing quadratic diameter

tended to have the largest bias in prediction. Also, there
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is currently a prediction equation for basal area, but not
for quadratic diameter. For these reasons, only the three

equations containing basal area were considered any further.

Of the three equations containing basal area, the one
which used basal area with no transformation was best in

terms of fit and bias and precision in prediction. For

these reasons, this model form. was selected to estimate

board-foot volume from projected cubic volume and basal area

from the growth and yield equations presented earlier. The
board-foot volume equation is as follows,

55wp: 1363.09165 - 306.96647(BA) + 10.26l87(CTV0 (5.2.1)

5.3 VOLUME REMOVED lg THINNING

The equations presented by Field, et.al.(1978) for pred-

icting volume removed in thinning as a function of the pro-

portion of basal area or number of trees removed were fit

using ordinary least squares procedures. The equations were

then transformed to their nonlinear forms and refitted using

nonlinear least squares estimation techniques. The coeffi-
cient estimates and fit statistics from both fitting proce-

dures are given in Table 19. Only measures one and two of

the plot data were used in the fittings as there were no

thinnings at the time measures three and four were taken.
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Note that the nonlinear fitting procedure reduced the SSE

associated with the explanation of the variability in volume

removed in thinning from below for both the number of trees

and basal area equation forms. This is largely due to the

elimination of tranformation bias associated with prediction

of volume removed based on the linear forms of the equa-

tions, as well as the fact that the nonlinear form minimizes

directly the SSE for volume removed. Also, both the linear

and nonlinear equations containing proportion of basal area

removed explained more variation in volume removed than the

equations containing proportion of number of trees removed.

This indicates that volume has a higher correlation with ba-

sal area than it does with number of trees alone.

With each set of coefficients, volume removed was pred-

icted and subtracted from the observed volume removed.

These residual values, which give an indication of the pred-

ictive ability of the equation forms, are summarized in Ta-

ble 20. Although both fitting methods gave biased results,

the bias associated with the nonlinear estimation procedure

was less than half that associated with the OLS procedure in

both the number of trees and basal area equation forms.

Precision and the average *magnitude of the residuals also

improved considerably with the nonlinear fitting procedure.
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Using the nonlinear forms of the equations presented by
Field, et.al. (1978), and then fitting with nonlinear least

squares techniques produced equations which gave reliable

estimates of volume removed in thinning from below when the

proportion of basal area or number of trees removed was
known. Results indicated that knowing the basal area re-

moved will give better estimates of volume removed, in terms

of prediction bias and precision than will knowing the num-

ber of trees removed.

5.4 DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION PREDICTION

With the appropriate equations and revisions, the compu-

ter solution routine written by Frazier (1981) in FORTRAN

Level-G for loblolly pine stands was used to estimate the

parameters of E1 Weibull distribution, and to subsequently
produce a stand table before and after thinning for the 141

”

plots of the yellow-poplar data.

For each plot, total basal area and cubic-foot volume per

acre were computed by summing across the diameter classes of

the stand table. In each case, observed minus predicted ba-

sal area and cubic-foot volume per acre were calculated.

The mean residual, mean absolute residual and the sum of the

squared residuals, as well as an R2 value were calculated.

These values are given in Tables 21 and 22 for basal area
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E
and cubic-foot volume, repectively. Each table presents

these summary statistics for four periods: before the first
thinning, after the first thinning, before the second thin-

ning, and after the second thinning.

It is apparent that bias, represented by the mean residu-
al, decreases and goodness-of-fit, represented by R2, in-

creases for both basal area and cubic volume for periods
three and four versus periods one and two. Upon observation
of the plot data, it appears this may be due to the fact
that the diameter distributions of the stands become smooth-

er and more unimodal after the thinnings. Before or immedi-

ately after the first thinning, the stands are generally ir-

regular and often multimodal, making modeling with a Weibull

distribution difficult. As the thinnings 'smoothed out' the

distributions, the bias and goodness-of-fit improved for

periods three and four. The smoothing effects of the thin-

nings are most noticeable with basal area as the parameter

recovery solution procedure was conditioned on the basal

area, and not on cubic volume.

In addition to evaluating the parameter recovery proce-

dure and thinning algorithm at a whole stand level, they

were also evaluated at a diameter distribution level. Using

the plot data and the predicted number of trees obtained

from the solution routines, the observed and predicted num-

ber of trees by diameter class were compared for each plot.
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In particular, a Chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic was

calculated for each plot before and after the first thin-
ning, as well as before and after the second thinning. The

statistic is defined as follows.

X2 ä
(Ei- oi>2

_
i=1 Ei

where, DW
Ei = QFN/f(X7@)dx , the expected frequency of

ot
° trees in the ith dbh class,

Oi = observed frequency in the ith dbh class,

k = number of dbh classes.
_

The hypothesis to be tested is,

HO: FOOQ =INx)

Hi : FO(x) ¢ H(x)

at some significance level,a .

where,

FO(x) = hypothesized cumulative distribution

function defined by the recovered parameters,

H(x) = unknown population distribution function.
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The IMSL subroutine MDCH was used to compute the p-values

given by Pr(X2>X;) for each plot, where x2 is the computed

X2 value.

The Chi-square statistics were calculated on a plot basis

(1/4-acre) rather than on a per acre basis to avoid the er-
ror associated with multiplying the observed number of trees

per diameter class on a plot basis by four to obtain per
acre values. Instead, the predicted number of trees per
acre in each class was divided by four.

Table 23 presents a summary of the calculated Chi-square
statistics and correspondind p-values before and after the

first and second thinnings for the 141 plots. Trends similar

to those found earlier in bias and R2
values are also pre-

sent here. The goodness—of-fit, measured by the Chi—square

statistic, improves as the time from the initial measurement
and number of thinnings increase. The associated p-values

indicate that the hypothesized and unknown population dis-
tribution functions are not different at the alpha=0.2573
significance level (for the worst case).

To further evaluate the thinning algorithm, the Chi-

square statistics were analyzed in greater detail. First,

to determine if there was any relationship between the good-
ness-of-fit and the amount of basal area removed in thin-

ning, the Chi—square values were sorted into three classes

as follows,
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Class = 1 if BAREM < - SD
Class = 2 if §I‘R°EI~T- SD < BAREM SD
Class = 3 if BAREM > FÄFEM + SD

·

where,

BAREM = basal area removed in thinning,

FÄFFÜ = mean BAREM for all plots,

SD = standard deviation of BAREM

for all plots,

The results, summarized in Table 24 indicate that fit is

improved as the amount of basal area removed in thinning is
increased. Again note the obvious differences in the Chi-

square values for the two thinning periods.

The Chi-square values were also grouped according to the

proportion of basal area removed in thinning. The classes

were defined as before with proportion of basal area removed
in place of basal area removed. The results, given in Table

25 are almost identical to those in Table 24 where the sort
was based on basal area removed.

Finally, the Chi-square values were sorted according to
·

the number of 'passes' through the diameter classes required

to reach the specified level of residual basal area. The
classes were defined as follows,
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Cycle = l if required basal area removal is obtained

in one pass through the diameter classes,

Cycle = 2 if specified basal area removal requires

second pass through diameter classes.

As expected, the summary statistics in Table 26 indicate
an improvement in fit with plots requiring an additional

"pass" through the diameter classes. The results are in
agreement with those associated with the sorts based on ba-
sal area and proportion of basal area removed in thinning,

i.e., as basal area removal is increased, bias and goodness-

of-fit are improved. Again, the differences in Chi—square

values between the two thinning periods are present.

From the results in Tables 24, 25, and 26 it is obvious a

relationship exists between the goodness-of-fit and the am-

ount of basal area removed in thinning. Stand tables were

produced from the plot data before and after thinnings from

plots that were thinnmd both lightly and heavily to find

possible reasons or explanations for the relationship. It
was noted that in all thinnings, light or heavy, the trees

in the smaller diameter classes were, for the most part,

completely removed. The thinning algorithm, which removes a

proportion of basal area from each class tends to leave few
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trees in the lower classes. When a thinning is light, only
one pass through the diameter classes is required, and some
trees remain in the lower classes. However, when a thinning

is moderate to heavy, requiring a second pass by the thin-
ning algorithm, all trees in the lower classes are removed,

until the desired level of basal area is obtained. As a re-

sult, when the thinning algorithm is required to make a sec-

ond pass through the diameter classes, thus eliminating all

trees in the lower classes, a stand table more closely ap-
proximating the actual thinned stand table should be pro-

duced.

However, while this may account for some of the differ-
ences in goodness-of-fit, for the most part, there seem to

be no general trends or relationships to explain the corre-

lation between basal area removed and goodness-of-fit. For

example, two plots with similar initial stand characteris-

tics and stand structure before thinning were both thinned

lightly. For the stand tables after thinning, one had a

very high Chi-square value and the other a very low value.

Similar differences were found for stands that were thinned

heavily. At this point, the relationship between the Chi-
x

square values and the basal area removed in thinning can not

be adequately explained.
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Overall, the parameter recovery method for estimating the
U

parameters of the Weibull distribution for stands before

thinning gave reasonable estimates of number of trees per

acre, basal area per acre and cubic—foot volume per acre by

diameter class. In addition, the thinning algorithm pro-

duced stand and stock tables with reliable estimates of

these stand characteristics consistent with the stand and
stock tables generated before thinning.

5.5 FLEXIBLE VOLUME EQUATIONS

The evaluations of various total volume equations indi-

cated that the weighted combined variable equation form used

by Beck (1963) performed just as well, if not better, than

any of the other model forms for the yellow-poplar data set

in terms of fit and prediction. The decision was based on R?

values which measured fit according to the amount of varia-

tion in volume explained by the regressions and also on the

bias and precision of prediction. Burkhart (1977) also

found the weighted combined variable form (Spurr, 1952) to

produce good results after analysis of three total volume

equations for loblolly pine.

Thus, the total volume equations used in the remainder of

the taper analysis are,

TV013 = 0.010309 + 0.002399*DZH (5-5-l>
TVIB = 0.000109 + 0.00l908*D2H Ci5·2)
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where,

TVOB = total cubic-foot volume outside bark,

TVIB = total cubic-foot volume outside bark,

D = dbh in inches,

H = total height in feet.

The nonlinear ratio equation presented by Burkhart (1977)

for estimating merchantable volume inside or outside bark to

a given top diameter was fitted using nonlinear least

squares with the yellow-poplar individual tree data which is

summarized in Table 27. The coefficient estimates and fit
statistics are presented in Table 28.

Analysis of the predictive ability of this diameter ratio

equation form was based on the results presented in Table

29. At each diameter measure along the txee's bole, the

merchantable volume up to that diameter point was also

known. The residual values in Table 29 represent the ob-

served udnus the predicted merchantable volume values for

all the observations along the length of the tree combined.

The high Rgvalues for merchantable volume inside and outside

bark indicate the equations explain a high percentage of the

variation in merchantable volume. At the same time, howev-

er, all three ratio equations produce slightly negatively

biased volume estimates.
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Table 27. Merchantable volume (cu.ft.) data sumary.

Volume _ Standard Number of
measure Minimum Mean Maxlmum deviation observations

A11 observations combined

Outside bark 0.02 47.45 259.80 47.42 6328
Inside bark 0.01 38.97 219.34 39.63 6328

To a specified diameter limit

Outside bark
4-inch top 0.32 42.01 240.76 46.25 489
6-inch top 0.82 41.48 239.76 47.98 516
8-inch top 1.45 40.58 256.96 42.49 509

Inside bark u
4-inch top 0.32 34.22 219.10 39.99 489
6-inch top 0.70 32.00 218.06 35.53 516
8-inch top 1.36 33.59 201.75 35.10 509

To a specified height limit
Outside bark
17 feet 0.09 18.38 75.52 16.07 331
33 feet 1.39 34.50 136.54 28.39 310
49 feet 5.43 49.25 188.85 38.41 287

Inside bark_
17 feet 0.07 15.10 64.46 13.61 331
33 feet 0.90 28.35 116.44 24.02 310
49 feet 4.54 40.42 161.08 32.45 287
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Table 28. Coefficient estimates from nonlinear least
squares fit of Burkhart's (1977) volume ratio
equation form.*

Outside bark Inside bark Inside bark
volume volume(t is o.b.) volume(t is i.b.)

bl -0.40075 -0.41905 -0.57082
b2 2.09311 2.08760 1.95847
b3 1.88125 1.89466 1.81287

SSE 94.603 97.666 107.578

MSE 0.015 0.015 0.017

Sy.x 0.122 0.122 0.130

R2 0.8066 0.8007 0.7805

*Equation form:
R = Vm/Vt = 1 + bl [tbz/Db3]

Where, Vm = merchantable volume (i.b. or o.b.) in cubic
feet

Vt = total volume (i.b. or o.b.) in cubic feet
t = merchantable top diameter in inches (i.b. or

o.b.)
D = dbh in inches
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Table 30 presents similar evaluation criteria for the

three ratio equations for merchantable Volume prediction to

a 4-, 6-, and 8- inch top diameter.· Note that all three

ratios improve in. fit. and. predictive ability· as the ‘top

diameter becomes smaller and merchantable Volume approaches

total volume. And again, all three ratio equations produce

negatively biased umrchantable volume estimates, with the

bias decreasing as merchantable top diameter approaches

zero.

In a similar manner, the nonlinear height ratio equation

presented by Cao and Burkhart (1980) for estimating merchan-

table volume inside or outside bark to a given height limit

was fitted using nonlinear regression procedures. The coef-

ficient estimates and fit statistics are given in Table 31,

and the summary statistics for analysis and evaluation of

the predictive ability of the equations are presented in Ta-

ble 32. At each height measure along the length of the

tree, the merchantable volume, inside and outside bark, up

to that point is known. The residuals, given by d, in Table

32 represent the observed minus the predicted merchantable

volume values at a particular height, h, for all the obser-

vations combined. The high Rzvalues reflect a high percen-

tage of the Variation in merchantable Volume accounted for

by the equations. The fit, as well as the bias and preci-
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Table 31. Coefficient estimates from nonlinear least
squares fit of Cao and Burkhart's (1980)
volume ratio equation form.*

Outside bark Inside bark
volume volume

bl -1.06843 A -1.23140

b2 2.52423 2.55120
b3 2.53181 2.58930

SSE 3.669 4.256

MSE 0.00058 0.00067

Sy.x 0.024 0.026
R2 0.9925 0.9913

*Equation form: R = VN/Vt = 1 + bl(pb2/Hb3)

Where, p = distance in feet from the tree tip to the
limit of utilization

H = total tree height (from the ground) in feet

Vm = merchantable cubic foot volume (o.b. or
i.b.) from the stump to the utilization
limit, specified by p

Vt = total cubic foot volume (o.b. or i.b.)
above the stump

bl, b2, b3 = regression coefficients estimated from
the data
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sion in prediction, reflected by the mean, mean absolute and

standard deviation of the residuals, are noticeably better
than those associated with the diameter ratio equations.

Again, in addition to checking fit and prediction for all

the observations combined, merchantable volume fit and pred-

iction were also checked at certain specified heights. Spe-

cifically, the height ratio equations were evaluated at the

top of the first log (at 17 feet), and at the approximate

top of the second and third logs, i.e. at 33 and 49 feet,

respectively. The summary statistics, given in Table 32

show merchantable volume fit and predictive ability to be
highest for the first log, and somewhat less for the second

and third logs.

Overall the volume ratio equations predict merchantable

volume tx> a specified diameter or height limit reasonably

well and represent an alternative to fitting seperate fixed

top limit equations.

While the height and diameter ratio equations increase

flexibility in terms of merchantable volume prediction,

they also allow the derivation of implicit taper functions.
Given the following height and diameter ratios presented by

Cao and Burkhart (1980), implicit taper equations were ob-
tained through algebraic manipulation.
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R = vm/V1; = 1 + bu (tb2VDb3‘)

R = Vm/Vt = l + b12(pb2%'P32)

where all variables are as previously defined.

At each height measurement point, the diameter i.b. and

o.b. was also recorded. With the implicit taper equations,

given in Table 33, diameter to a given height, and height to

a given diameter were predicted for evaluation purposes. Re-

siduals repesenting observed minus predicted height at a

given diameter and predicted diameter at a given height are

summarized in Table 34 for all the observations combined.

It appears as though prediction and fit for outside bark

measures are slightly better than those for inside bark mea-

sures. However, all the equations appear to fit the data

reasonably well, while tending to give negatively biased ta-

per estimates.

In addition to evaluating the fit and predictive ability _

of the four taper equations over the entire stem profile,

they were also evaluated over various portions of the trees.

The set of measurements from each tree were separated into

three groups. The first group contained all the observa-

tions from stump height to one third of the tmee's total

height. The second consistmd of the measurements corres-
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ponding to the middle third of the tree, and the third group

was made up of the observations from the top third of the

tree. This grouping was done to determine if the equations

fit and/or predicted better over different portions of the

trees. The results are summarized in Table 35.

Note that merchantable diameter at a given height, inside

or outside bark, fit and prediction are best in the lower

one third of the trees in terms of bias and R?. Merchantable

height prediction at a given top diameter , inside or out-

side bark, is also best in terms of bias and precision in

the bottom third of the trees. However, the height predic-

tion equations seem to fit the top third slightly better

than the bottom third of the trees, based on the R2 values.

Again, the tree 1measurements were divided into three

different groups. The first consisted of those observations

from stump height up to six feet, The second from six feet

to two thirds of the tree's total height, and the third from

two thirds to total tree height. This grouping was done to

determine if the butt section was being fit and predicted

differently than the other tree sections. The results are

given in Table 36.

Merchantable diameter fit, inside and outside bark, ap-

pears to be highest in the butt section. However, the mid-

dle section has the lowest bias in prediction of all three
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sections. As was the case with the other grouping scheme,

diameters in the bottom portion tended to be over-predicted

while those in the upper two portions tended to be

under-predicted. Like merchantable diameter prediction,

merchantable height prediction in the middle section had the

lowest bias. As only one height measure in the bottom sec-

tion could be taken, no Rzvalue could be computed to evalu-

ate the fit. As was the case with the other grouping meth-

od, merchantable heights in the bottom portion tended to be

over-predicted, while those in the upper two portions were

underpredicted.

As an alternative to the taper function derivation given

by Cao and Burkhart (1980), the method oultlined by Clutter

(1980) was also used for evaluation and comparison purposes.

The taper functions derived according to the procedures de-

scribed previously are given in Table 37.

When these taper equations were evaluated, illogical re-

sults were obtained. This was due to the numerical values

of the coefficients obtained from the fitting of the ratio

equations from Burkhart (1977), in particular, b2, from the

outside bark diameter ratio equation. As b2 (2.09311) is

close to 2.00, the term, 1/(b2 - 2.0), in Clutter's formula-

tion is exceedingly large, causing illogical taper results.
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In an attempt to alleviate this problem, the diameter ra-

tio coefficients were reestimated according to the following

equation form. For comparison purposes, the height ratio

coefficients were also reestimated in a similar manner.

Vm = vui + 1;,, (tbm/¤b¤‘>> . (6.6.2)

Vm = v1:(1 + b2,·(pb’“/Hb°2)) 1 (5•5-4)

where all variable are as previously defined.

The coefficient estimates obtained from the modified

equation forms as well as the original coefficients are giv-

en in Tables 38 and 39. Note that the new estimates are

larger than the old ones. In particular, the estimate for

b2 in the diameter ratio equation is greater than 3.00. As

pointed out earlier, this will prevent the term, l/(b2 —

2.00) from becom+ng too large, and should improve taper

prediction.

The additional sets of coefficients obtained through the

modified fitting of the original equation forms to improve

taper prediction were also used to estimate merchantable vo-

_ lume to a given top diameter and merchantable volume to a

specified height limit. The results were evaluated and com-

pared to those obtained from the original equation forms.

In addition, new implicit taper functions obtained through

algebraic rearrangement of the two modified ratio equations,
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as well as those derived by Clutter's method with the new
coefficients, were evaluated and compared against the first
set of taper equations based on the original set of coeffi-

cients.

First, an evaluation and comparison of the various equa-

tions for merchantable volume prediction will be made. Then
the taper results will be discussed.

The results of merchantable volume prediction to a given
top diameter, (all observations combined) for both sets of
diameter ratio coefficients are given in Table 40. In terms

of merchantable volume outside bark, the modified coeffi-

cients improved the fit, (a significant decrease in the

SSE), but simultaneously increased the bias in prediction
slightly. At the same time, the precision improved and the

average magnitude of the residuals decreased. The modified

coefficients also greatly improved the fit and prediction
of merchantable volume inside bark to both outside- and in-

side- bark top diameters. In both cases, the SSE values

were reduced by approximately one half. The bias in predic-
tion was reduced by over 85%, while the precision increased

in both volume estimates. Therefore, it was concluded that

the modified coefficient estimates perform better than the
original estimates in terms of merchantable volume fit and

prediction inside or outside bark to a given top diameter.
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Further comparisons of the two sets of diameter ratio
coefficients were made through merchantable Volume predic-

tions to specified top diameters. Table 41 presents the
A

prediction results at 4-, 6-, and 8- inch top diameters.

Beck's (1963) equations were also included ( for 4- and 8-

inch top diameters, o.b.) for comparison purposes.

The modified coefficients decrease bias slightly in out-

side bark Volume prediction to an 8- and 6- inch top, but
increase it for a 4-inch top. While precision is increased
for an 8-inch top, it is decreased for the 6- and 4- inch

tops. Both sets of coefficients are similar in terms of

fitting the data, i.e. explaining Variation in merchantable

Volume outside bark. Beck's equations consistently exhibit-

ed the largest bias, but fell between the two ratio

equations in terms of precision and fit. As was noted ear-

lier, the modified estimates greatly improved inside bark

Volume prediction to an inside or outside bark top diamter

limit. For all three top diameters, inside or outside bark,

the ratios using the modified coefficients produced Volume

estimates with lower bias and higher precision (except for

the 4-inch top, i.b.) in prediction than either the original

ratio equation estimates or Beck's equations while also ex-

plaining more of the Variation in Volume.
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Analysis of merchantable volume prediction to a given
height for both sets of coefficients was based on the re-

sults in Table 42 for all the observations combined. While
the original coefficients gave better outside bark merchan-
table volume estimates to a given height in terms of fit and

prediction, the new estimates were better for inside bark

merchantable volume prediction to a specified height limit.
However, the actual differences in bias, precision, and fit
were small in both cases. Therefore, a closer comparison of
volume prediction to specific heights was made.

Results for the evaluation of merchantable volume predic-
tion, inside and outside bark, to the approximate tops of

the first, second, and third logs are given in Table 43.

The original set of estimates performed consistently better

in terms of fit and prediction than the modified set of
coefficients in outside bark volume prediction to the three

height limits. Except for a slightly higher precision at

the 17 and 49 foot points, the same held true for inside
bark volume fit and prediction.

While the modified coefficients improved merchantable vo-
lume fit and prediction to a specified top diameter, some
losses were incurred in volume fit and prediction to a spe-

cified height limit. However, it was decided that the large

gains in merchantable volume prediction to a specified top
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diameter outweighed. the slight losses in. volume fit and

prediction to a specified height limit.

As for taper prediction, there were three sets of equa-

tions for comparison. The first obtainmd frmm the rear-

rangement of the original volume ratios, the second from the

rearrangement of the modified volume ratios, and the final

set from Clutter's procedure using the modified ratio coef-

ficients. The new sets of taper equations based on the mo-

dified set of coefficients and the set derived by Clutter's

procedure using the same modified set of coefficients are

given in Tables 44 and 45. The three equation sets of taper

prediction equations were used to predict inside and outside

bark diameters at specified heights and heights at specified

inside or outside bark diameters. Residual values equal to

the observed minus predicted heights and diameters were com-

puted and used for evaluation and comparison of the three

sets of equations. The results of these predictions for all

the observations combined are given in Table 46.

With all the observations combined, the set of taper

equations based on the modified volume ratio equation coef-

ficients produced consistently better taper estimates than

the other two sets in terms of fit, bias, and precision of

prediction for estimation of both diameter at a given height

and height at a given diameter. It should also be noted
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that the taper equations derived by Clutter's method per-
formed consistently better than those based cui the rear-
rangement of the original volume ratio equations and coeffi-

cients for prediction of both height at a given diameter and

diameter at a given height.

To determine how well the three sets of taper equations

performed over Various portions of the trees, the observa-

tions from each tree were divided into three groups accord-

ing to the two methods described earlier. That is, first

the tree measures were divided (based on relative height) as

those in the bottom third, the middle third, and the top

third of the trees. Second the tree measures were divided

as those from stump height up to six feet, from six feet to

two thirds tree height, and from two thirds to total tree

height.

Taper prediction results from the first grouping method

are given in Tables 47 and 48. In all cases, the equations

obtained from rearrangement of the modified coefficient rat-

ios explained the most Variation in taper, as evidenced by

the lowest SSE Values. The precision of the modified coef-

ficient set was also greatest for both merchantable diameter

and height prediction over all portions except for the top

one where the equations derived according to Clutter's

procedure had slightly greater precision in height and diam-
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eter prediction. Bias in prediction was sometimes better
with set (2) and sometimes better with set (3). Generally,

taper equation sets (2) and (3) were markedly better than

the set based on the original ratio equation coefficients

(1). From this grouping scheme, the modified volume ratio

taper set (2) for the most part, produced the least biased
and most precise estimates of height to a specified diameter

and diameter to a specified height.

A summary of the taper prediction residual values for the

second grouping method are given in Tables 49 and 50. The

same trends in taper fit, and prediction that were present

in the first grouping method were also observed in this sec-

ond grouping method, i.e. overall, set (2) was found to give

better taper estimates than either set (1) or (3). A final

observation made regarding the two grouping methods was that

taper fit and predictive ability in the first portion de-

creased for all three sets when it included only the butt

section measures (less than or equal to 6.00 feet) This

would seem reasonable as taper prediction is generally poor-

est in this portion of the tree.

Based on the merchantable volume and taper prediction re-

sults, the modified ratio equations were selected as the

best forms for coefficient estimation. The modified ratio

equations produced coefficient estimates which explained
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more than 96% of the Variation in merchantable volume inside

or outside bark to a specified top diameter and over 99% of

the Variation in volume prediction inside or outside bark to

a specified height limit. In both cases, the bias in pred-

iction was less than 1.55 cubic feet.

The implicit taper equations obtained through rearrange-

ment of the modified ratio equations accounted for more than
97% of the Variability in diameter (inside or outside bark)

at a given height and greater than 95% of the Variability in

height at a given diameter inside or outside bark. Merchan-

table diameter prediction bias, i.b. or o.b., at a given

height and merchantable height prediction bias at an i.b. or

o.b. diameter limit were less than 0.125 inches and 0.600

feet, respectively.

Thus, with the diameter and height ratio equation forms

presented by Burkhart (1977) and Cao and Burkhart (1980) re-

liable estimates of merchantable Volume, i.b. or o.b., can

be easily obtained to either a specified diameter or height

limit. Volume between any two diameter or height limits can

be obtained through subtraction. Also, through rearrange-

ment of the ratio equations, implicit taper functions to

predict height at a given diameter or diameter at a given

height were specified.



Chapter VI
e

APPLYING THE MODELS

This section outlines the steps required to obtain stand

and diameter distribution level estimates of number of

trees, basal area, and cubic-foot volume per acre for a giv-

en set of initial conditions, thinning regime, and rotation

age.

6.1 STAND-LEVEL ESTIMATES

Stand-level estimates of number of trees, basal area and

cubic volume at some projected age when site index, initial

age, and basal area are given are obtained as follows.

1) Compute number of trees per acre from,

1¤(N'1‘) = bo + bl(1/A) + b2(S) + b3(1/BA) (4.4.12)

2) Calculate basal area per acre as,

ln(BA) = bo + bl(1/A) + b2(S) + b3(1/NT) (4.4.11)

3) Estimate cubic—foot volume per acre by,

l¤(Y) = bo + bl(l/S) + b2(l/A2) + b3(A1/A2) (lnßl) p
+ b4(1—A1/A2) + b5(S)(1-A1/A2) (5.1.1)

153
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where, the coefficients in the above equations

depend on the thinning regime (i.e. whether

after the first or the second thinning).

6.2 DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION ESTIMATES

Diameter distribution estimates of number of trees, basal

area and cubic—foot volume by diameter class when site in-

dex, initial age, and basal area are given are obtained by

first specifying the following inputs for for use in a com-

puter solution routine written to carry out the parameter

recovery computations described in section 4.4.

1) Initial age,

2) projected age,

3) initial basal area and/or number of trees,

4) site index,

5) number of previous thinnings,

6) basal area removed in thinning, if a thinning

is desired (set equal to zero otherwise). _

Given these inputs, the computer solution routine esti-

mates the parameters of a Weibull distribution and subsej
quently produces a stand and stock table at the projected
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age. To obtain a dtand table at the present age, projected .

age is set equal to initial age (1 and 2 above). If a thin-

ning is specified, a second table containing number of

trees, basal area, and cubic-foot volume by diameter class

after thinning is also given. The stand table after thin-

ning is produced according to the procedures described in

section 4.4 on page 53, in which a thinning algorithm re-

moves a specified proportion of basal area from each diame-

ter class of the corresponding stand table generated before

thinning.

6.3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

To compare the estimates of number of trees, basal area,

and cubic-foot volume per acre from the stand level and

diameter distribution models, the following set of initial

conditions and thinning options were inputed into the appro-

priate stand—level equations and parameter recovery solution

routine.

Initial conditions: basal area = 132 sq.ft.

site index = 100 feet

age = 35 years

Thinning options: Thin to 80 sq.ft. at age 35,

project to age 50,

thin to 90 sq.ft. at age 50,

project to age 70.
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The stand level and diameter distribution estimates obtained

at each step are presented in Table 51.
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Chapter VII ~

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Analysis and evaluation of the equations presented by

Beck and Della—Bianca (1972) for predicting basal area

growth and cubic-foot volume growth and yield in yellow—pop—

lar stands after a single thinning to various levels of ba-

sal area indicated that the same equation forms could be

used for stands thinned more than once. However, seperate

parameter estimates were required for stands thinned uwre

than once. The coefficients in the final equations were es-

timated using a simultaneous fitting procedure. The process

of simultaneously fitting the basal area and cubic-foot vo-

lume equations produces a system of equations that are com-

patible and numerically consistent. The procedure is also

more statistically efficient in that the basal area growth

information is used in the fitting procedure. As a result,

the fit and prediction of basal area were improved, while

affecting the accuracy and precision of volume projection

very little. Given estimates of basal area and cubic-foot

volume from these equations, board-foot volumes can also be

calculated.

Stand tables were then derived from the whole stand at-

tributes by solving for the parameters of a two parameter
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Weibull distribution according to the parameter recovery

method. When applying the system, the same stand level ba-

sal area equation is applied when deriving diameter distri-

butions as when estimating overall stand basal area in order

to ensure compatibility between the two levels of stand de-

tail.

Overall, the parameter recovery procedure for estimating

the parameters of the diameter distributions of the stands

before thinning gave reasonable estimates of number of

trees, basal area, and cubic—foot volume per acre by diame-

ter class. The thinning algorithm which removed a propor-

tion of the basal area from each class, to simulate a thin-

ning from below, produced stand and stock tables after

thinning that were consistent with those generated before

thinning.

Finally, the modified fitting of the diameter and height

ratio equations presented by Burkhart (1977) and Cao and

Burkhart (1980) produced reliable estimates of merchantable

volume, i.b. or o.b., to either a specified diameter or

height limit, where volume between any two diameter or

height limits can be obtained through subtraction. Through

rearrangement of the ratio equations, implicit taper func-

tions were specified to predict height at a given diameter

and diameter at a given height.
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A GROWTH AND YIELD PREDICTION MODEL FOR

THINNED STANDS OF YELLOW—POPLAR

by
BRUCE R. KNOEBEL

(ABSTRACT)

Analysis and evaluation of the simultaneous growth and

yield equations presented by Beck and Della—Bianca (1972)

for predicting basal area growth and cubic-foot volume

growth and. yield in yellow-poplar stands after a single

thinning indicated that a separate set of coefficients was

required for stands thinned twice. A joint loss function

involving both volume and basal area was used to estimate

the coefficients in the system of equations. The estimates

obtained were analytically compatible, invariant for projec-

tion length, and numerically equivalent with alternative ap-

plications of the equations. Given estimates of basal area

and cubic-foot volume from these equations, board-foot vo-

lumes can also be calculated.

As an adjunct to the stand level equations, compatible

stand tables were derived by solving for the parameters of

the Weibull distribution from attributes predicted with the

stand-level equations. This procedure for estimating the

parameters of the diameter distributions of the stands be-

fore thinning gave reasonable estimates of number of trees,



basal area, and cubic-foot volume per acre by diameter
class. The thinning algorithm removes a proportion of the
basal area from each diameter class and produces stand and
stock tables after thinning from below that are consistent

with those generated before thinning.

Finally, volume ratio equations were fitted to provide
estimates of merchantable volume, i.b. or o.b., to either a

specified diameter or height limit, where volume between any

two diameter or height limits can be obtained through sub-

traction. Through rearrangement of the ratio equations, im-

plicit taper functions were specified to predict height at a
given diameter and diameter at a given height.


